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FOR ANYTHING li SHEET MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS, OR TOSiCAL 
'£?. 'id-: 
*n.A* 
■ John Philip Sousa has: signed a five years’ contract as 
director of a new military band, with which he will make 
a tour of the country the coming season, -« 
Anton Seidl has secured a guarantee fund of five 
thousand dollars as a basis for the season of symphony 
concerto to be given in New York city. 
The Worcester (Mass. ) Festival will begin September 
26th and continue to the 30th. Some important new 
singers and compositions will be brought forward. 
During the coming musical season, the two great 
organists, W. T. Best, of England, and GS-uilmant, of 
Paris, will give recitals that will be of special interest to- 
students of the organ. 
Mr. Zoellner received the thousand dollar prise 
offered by the Saengerfest committee of Cleveland, 0., 
for the best American composition. There were over 
one hundred compe itt rs. 
American composers will be interested in the an* 
nouncement made in the Ladies' Home Journal, which 
offers.several prizes for original compositions. For par¬ 
ticulars address the Ladies' Home Journal of Philadel¬ 
phia. 
Miss Marie Benedict, a young blind pianist of Dan¬ 
bury, Ct., is beginning to be favorably known in the con¬ 
cert field. She closed last season with a recital in Boston 
and one for the New York State M. T. A. at Syracuse. 
During the summer she has been studying for lecture- 
recital work with Edward Baxter Perry, of Boston. 
George Washburne Morgan, the eminent organist 
and composer, died recently in Tacoma. Mr. Morgan 
was one of the greatest organists of the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury. He has been prominent in American music circles 
since 1853. He is said to have exhibited more new 
organs at opening concerts than any organist that ever 
lived. ' 
FOREIGN. 
Rubinstein is to give a concert in Berlin in October. 
Wagner Festival at Bayreuth closed August 21st. 
Paderewski will give concerts in England during the 
month f Octobi 
Be Paciimann will give a series of concerts in London 
October next. 
Mr. Sims Reeves, the great English tenor, is teaching 
"Of o culture in 1 ondon 
Master Otto Hegner gave three recitals in St. James’ 
Hall, t * n h n. 
The German Saengerbund has sixty societies, with a 
m jmbersh p of 19,( 00. 
Milan is preparing for a dramatic and musical exhibi- 
tion for next year. 
Mme. Clara Schumann ie, much improved in health 
£nd has i. • imed hei «. i ching. : 
■ s 11 il lish a 11 ( ion of 
lett ers by Fi anz ; iiszt. 
Ranijegger, the celebrated composer, has been cre¬ 
ated a knight by the King of Italy. 
Sarasate will give a tour of the principal cities of 
England luring September 
Charles Gounod is much improved in health, his de¬ 
fective eyesight alone troubling him. 
Mme. Minnie Haul will fill operatic engagements in 
Copenhagen and Stockholm this fall. 
Donizetti is to have a monument erected to his mem¬ 
ory in his native city of Bergamo. 
Edward Lloyd, the tenor, will give a series of con¬ 
certs in the English cities, commencing January next. 
Dr. Joseph Parry's dramatic oratorio. “ Saul of 
Tarsus,” will be produced at the Cardiff Festival this 
month. '• 1 . * 
Mr. F. H. Co wen’s cantata. “The Water Lily,” will 
be given at the Norfolk and Norwich Musical Festival 
this fall. 
Two hitherto unknown symphonies by Mozart have 
been recently discovered. There is said to be doubt as 
to their authenticity. . 
Artists’ recitals given in private houses are gaining in 
popularity. Over sixty of these were given in London 
during one week of the past season. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA,, SEPTEMBER, 1892 
,& ISoathSy Publication for the Teachers and Steaeata of 
Music. 
Subscription Baths 81.60 per year (payable in advance). 
The courts have decided, that all subscribers to newspapers are 
held responsible until arrearageTare paid and their papers are 
ordered to be discontini e I. 
THEODORE PRESSERpT: 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa, 
THOUGHTS BUS TIG YA0ATI0H, 
The young musician, desirous of doing something 
more advantageous during his sojourn in the country 
than the mere dolcefar niente, is often at a loss which 
road to take. 
Starting out on the theory that real recreation is to 
lead our thoughts as far as possible out of the ruts in 
which they have, perforce, been moving during the ten 
or eleven mouths of the year, some such detached plan 
as the following may perhaps serve as a starting post:— 
During your early morning walk observe, and, if pos¬ 
sible, write down, several of the most striking bird-calls 
in as nearly the exact pitch as you can. By way of 
dessert, hum over the second movement from Beetho¬ 
ven’s “ Pastoral Symphony.” 
Try and learn something of the different forms of 
leaves one sees in the country. To our sister artists, the 
architects, such a knowledge is indispensable. 
A somewhat fanciful but not useless study would be to 
form an analogy between the different kinds of trees 
and the various musical forms. The oak—massive, 
heroic, such as the first movement of some grand sym¬ 
phony or sonata; the walnut and locust—some graceful, 
light rondo, or salon piece; the weeping willow-—an 
elegy, etc. 
On several evenings of the early part of this month 
much food for contemplation was afforded by the near 
approach of Mars to the earth. Learn something, at 
least, of our own planetary system. ■ Nothing suggests 
immensity like a study of astronomy. Schubert’s “ Song 
to the Omnipotent ’ would be a fitting lose. 
Compare ie this - month’s Etude two diametrically 
opposed dogmas on teaching. Henselt’s exactness, 
'even to pedantry—as when he prohibits a crease on the 
music page—and Beethoven’s dictum : “ Do not stop a 
pupil for small errors.” Try and formulate your own 
plan. 
These and similar ideas help to strengthen the brain 
and do away with the taunt 00 often cast upon musicians, 
that beyond what meets them in their every-day practice 
they grope in darkness, 
Beloidere, N. J. 
Albert W. Boost 
msm 
'SsiM 
EDITORIAL NOTES AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MUSICIANS 
»nicn contains a New vnB1, i fiQ9 
lodieum of truth is more vicious than an out-and-out . , . ’ "* 
3, for half knowledge is constantly leading to wrong n „ ^ ^nth annnal examination of the American 
mclusi id b results. Thi aot College f Musicians the following ca didates passed 
teacher must know the whole field of musical science P1^110 °^te examination tbe Associate degree : 
ad art exhaustively before he can teach correctly, but JSB DDa ,n!1’ icBter, Mass. ; Miss Alice S. 
does mean that he should know the heights and West Medford, Mass. ; Miss Clara W. Cooley, 
spths of whatever division of a subject he is teaching— Northampton. Mam. ; Miss Laura E.McNeal, Roches- 
ot only know all about it, but be able to point out its , rra ' ^reencastle, Ind- j 
enlightening facts » to a pupil so that he may know it Ml88 A™\ f V,Bt*a’ St* L°m*’ i?5°* The annnal din- 
thoroughly as his teacher. Unless the teacher has so. "e™h«‘ld “• Brighton Beach, June 30, and was at- 
implete an understanding of what he is trying to teach eD 6 ymem era of the College and invited gueats, 
is Fupil as to be able to txjress his thoughts clearly, tbe mus1cal critics: H. 
e may rest assured that the pupil will see through his , ‘ Te ,1® ’ ° * e tj* 01 * Tiibtme, and Wm. Hen- 
ggy mass of wordB far enough to realize how little his er8°n> 0 * e ®w orb Times, who responded to 
acher knows about what he is trying to say. regTr toraBtB> Tbe annnal meetin8 was held on Frida7 
Teachers who find it difficult to express themselves \ven,ng’ July 1 h® f°!lowin& ^ere elected for 
early should frequently write out their thoughts; this L6 c"8n,n£ year • resident, E. M. Bowman; Vice- 
ill help toward a better and more easily compre- P«8>deat8,.; Clarence -Eddy'and George E. Whiting; 
■nded style; but no one can make a clear presentation ec^e*a^7 an reasurer, obert Bonner, Providence, 
what he does not fully understand. It would hardly ? £ B°aid of Examiners for 1893 are: Piano, 
em necessary to advise the teacher to go down into T. R' Pars™8’ ¥*nny B- Zeisler, Charles H. Jarvis, 
e depths of his subject until he fully understands it ’ Wm- <?' £he™°.°d’ EmB Lkblil)g- 0rSan’ 
.fore trying to present it clearly to another. ‘ arr8”’ * ’ ,tney> George E. Whiting. ■- Alternates, Clarence Eddy, A. A. Stanley. . Voice-; 
A CONTRAST. Luisa Cappiani, F. W. Root, J. H. Wheeler. Alter- 
,. T . , ' ’ . , . , nates, Francis Korbay, Wm. Courtney. Violin, S. E. 
Lost, yesterday somewhere between sunrise and Jacobsobll} j. H. Beck> Gnstav Dannrepter. Alter- 
■nset, two golden hours, each set with sixty diamond nates, Julius Eichberg, Aug, Waldauer. Public Schools, 
mutes. No reward offered, for they are gone for- N. Coe Stewart, Wm. H. Dan8j John w. Tafts> AUer. 
■er.’ It is really wonderful what an amount of nate8> F A- Lylnail> j. M. Nortb. The Dndl 
ading can be done in the spare moments of a year. Bucbj W. W. Gik.bri6t> Thomas Tapper. Alternates, 
i the pupil or teacher will have a musical book or E. M. Bowman, F. Grant Gleason. It is contemplated 
agazme in handy reach, and form a abit of reading holding two examinations in Ji ie next year, one in New 
em at odd moments, he will become learned in his York for Eastern and the other in Chicago for Western 
:ofession particularly if he will also think upon what candidate8.x If a Slifficient numb‘'er of candidates pre- 
i has read These moments need not all be given to 8ent themselves from each section of the country it is 
ading, but they can be divided with the piano, when probable tbat thig dual arraDgement wiU be permanent. 
any a hard passage can be conquered or memorized Applications are frequently received for graduates of the 
sight reading practiced, etc., etc. If we ever fill a A. c. M_ to fill lucrative sitionB in co]legeB) eongerva. 
ace in advance of that we now occupy it will be tories. and other institutions of learning, and those who 
cause of the use we make of our time in the way of bave been eo p]aced are uflecling bonor on tbe College. 
idy, meditation, and practice. The demand for such graduates exceeds the supply 
--- many times over. Members of the College and other 
It is evident that the young man spoken of below did competent teachers are, therefore, urged to prepare!their 
it “ bother himself ” with study; Did you ever stop to pupilB for the examinations and in every way to foster 
ink why one man plays the organ and another works the aims of the organization, viz. : to promote a high 
e bellows’ handle? Why one man digs all his life standard of musicianship. 
Are there not joys ■with which no stranger may intermeddle? 
There is the life of action, for example—the joy of work—the hope 
of excellence. Every healthful and active man and woman 
experiences this pleasure, and few would exchange it fox the inertia 
of pampered indolence. With this joy, pure and Bimple, no one can 
interfere. True, discouragement can be thrown across the path, 
criticism may wound, and non-appreciation may grieve; but the 
joy that is in the work itself cannot be extinguished. Those who 
are striving merely for approval may be cast down; those who care 
only, for the prizes of life may be disappointed; but the delight 
which is taken in the effort for excellence can never be shaken 
while the effort continues. The consciousness of earnest endeavor, 
the knowledge that we are doing our best, is a joy which no envious 
tongue, no.hitter criticism, can banish. Emerson says, “ A, man is 
.relieved and gay when he has put his heart into Ills work and done 
.hi8,bc?st,huLwhat1Jie has-said-Gt-dofce-oibeiwise-Bhail-give him no- 
peace.” And Carlyle says, “Blessed is he who haB found his work; 
let hint ask as other blessedness.” ■ 1 
THE MUSICAL EXPOSITION AT VIENNA. 
Vienna, August 10, 1892. 
^Editorial CosRiMroNUKNCE.1 (about one and a half cents) ; kraut, one greutzer; rum, legatos, staccatos, phrasing, and true expression, with 
TEE MUSICAL EXPOSITION AT VIENNA two greutzers; onions, three greutzers. The list had intelligent conception. Now, according, to Turn any of 
about thirty articles similar to the above, which would these requirements are observed, with or without a 
■■■■: ■■■' ■■ - indicate that Beethoven did not.fare very sumptuously, knowledge of them, so the ear is trained, and it makes 
A copyist now would charge about forty-five dollars for it the more responsible the greater the knowledge, with 
It is unfortunate that so important an undertaking merely taking a copy of the three trios above mentioned, a corresponding degree of failure to apply it. 
should remain comparatively unknown to the great ma- 0f Duasek 1 can oaly cali to mind the manuscript of his So long as the mind does not absolutely predominate 
iority of Americans. Even by tourists it is not reckoned B flat sonata, which was writtfen in a very neat and clear and direct all mechanical actions, and these are per- 
among the great sights of the season; nevertheless it is band* Chopin’s corner is extremely interesting and mitted to drift aimlessly as the ear may happen to guide 
a wonder in its way. It is the first attempt of anything complete. It forms a part of the Polish display. There them, there can be no intelligent rendition or correct 
of the kind, but already we hear of movements to repeat can be 8een his Piano aad stool> autographic copies ear-condition. If the ear were the seat of thought in- 
it at Paris and Milan at an early day of many of his works ; besides letters to celebrated stead of the brain, with the result that hearing would he 
The Exposition consists of everything connected with musicians, among them Mendelssohn; numerous pic- thinking-provided always that the necessary knowl. 
music and theatre; and in Europe these are always con- turesand pencil sketches taken from life by his friend edge existed—there would be no special ear-training 
nected. first, it must be understood that music and Kwiathowaki. Perhaps the most interesting pictures are required. But, as one of the senses, the ear is but an 
amusements of all kinds enter more into the life of the the two which Portray his death* The Vienna composers, opening to the brain and the avenue of all musical enjoy- 
people; the royalty as well as the plebeians are patrons. like Brahms, Leschetitzki, Fuchs, come in for a good ment, conveyed by self-production or the efforts of others. 
The daily papers devote much space to the current share of ®Pace- Under the Picture of Leschetitzki he In the latter case we are passive subjects, and, accord- 
musical news. The finest buildings in the city are haa written, over his own signature:— ing to the excellence of the performance, more or less 
usually play-houses, and every town, however small, has No Art without life, agreeably affected, and frequently victims. In the for- 
one, and they are generally under control of the munici- N° Life wlthout Art‘ mer Case we are responsible subjects, and with our will- 
pal authorities; hence, they are no commerical eater- 14 muat be remembered that each nation and school is power can hear with our brain through the ear, the same 
prises. as fully represented as the German school. The Italian as we can see with our brain through the eye. If we are 
This Exposition is an Art undertaking. The whole 8011001 comeB nezfc in order 40 the German> 4ben 4ba 400 indolent 40 exercise the will-power, the ear will 
history of music and the stage is spread, out before the Ru8siaa- Besides the various schools, we have the fine lapse into a cgndition similar to the eye in the “ vacant 
admiring visitor. The specialist, particularly, will re- historical display of concerted vocal music of all nations, stare.” We look, but do not see; we seem to listen, 
Thn averawe reader of The The exhibit of musical instruments is even more mar- but do not hear. 
i * rittf r er i >wn ^ at re: - 
i  rt it t lif , 
No Life without Art. 
h t ry >f usic rnd » < si ,gt h spi id oaf befoi 1m 
ad iring visitor. he specialist, particularly, ill re¬ 
ceive great inspiration. The average reader of The 
Etude will perhaps only be interested .in what pertains velloas than 4he works- 14 866,118 the history from Pan’s 
to music, but a few words in general description may not P^68 40 tbe larSe C0nCert Sraad Piano could be traced. 
All enjoyment resulting from knowledge, with brain 
activity, are real and compensating, for how can we ap- 
bc ininteresting Were the collection not so large, the visitor would feel preciate what we do not understand ? 
The Exposition gronnds are in the City Park, the better able to understand it; as it is, the majority merely 
outside of which, for nearly a mile, is lined with innu- Slance at 80me of the rarest rehcs. Considering that 
......... to. .... . ® . .1 • • .1 <1 .. • i • n , 1 * • .1 »*• '• . 
Learners, from the very beginning, should do nothing 
merable ride A w an \ f< , Fh grounds pro > are 
about a quarter of a mile square. Besides the main build¬ 
ing, many others of importance are there, notably a model 
glance at so e of the rarest relics. Considering that under the guidance of the ear. Every step must first be 
this is the first exposition of the kind, the collection is grasped by the mind, and nnder its direction put into 
a marvel. execution. This method, strictly adhered to, soop be- 
There are many things here exhibited that were never comes habit, the perceptions of the mind quickened, the 
opera house, in which daily performances are given, and known to have existed. As nearly everything has come ear—only perceiving correct impressions—thereby cor- 
sometimes an extra one in the afternoon ; a building in from private individuals, they are now for the first time rectly trained, and all self-renditions and musical efforts 
which the art of printed music iA displayed-all the classified and recorded, which will make it easier for become intelligent enjoyments. 
leadine Dublishers on the continent are reureaentad in fature undertakings of this kind to re-collect. What a When this point is reached, all danger of ear-domina- g pu li p s e m a s m r m Kma u wn in n u n a i u m
this building; a Panorama, h comic theatre ; Edison’s nice thing it would be for the music division of our tion is overcome, and the ear will then become the great 
phonograph, and several smaller attractions. But the World’8 Fair 40 have some of these manuscripts on exhi- absorbing transmitter of only legitimate musical pro- 
greater part outside of the main building is taken up with bifcion* Th6J would be even of more interest to Ameri- ductions, thereby training both ear and mind simnlta- 
caf6s and music pavilions, where gay Vienna is seen at cans than to Europeans, who always have access to neoosly to increasing musical intelligence and enjoyment, 
its best. - museums. We are glad to learn that from an artistic Then why, in such undue haste, with the aid of the its best. ^ 
The vast collection of treasures relating to music is 
bewildering. There is something of interest in every 
side the Exposition at Vienna is a distinct snccess, involuntary ear-perceptions, attempt to do that which 
although it does not attract many visitors from foreign cannot yet be understood, from lack of knowledge ? The 
department of music. The violinist can here see a Parta- No doubt the importance and pleasure will be ear can always follow the mind, but the ear once in the 
model of Erast’s Hand; numerous letters from Paga- recognized, and we shall have frequent expositions of lead, the mind will not catch up. This applies to the 
nini; Stradavarins and Cremona violins. -The German ‘heatre and music the world over. average learner, and I can but seriously emphasize that 
military music is very complete. An attempt to give ■  
the development of the history of military mnsic from 
1700 until the present time is made, with astonishing sue- EAE-TBAININ& VS. MIND-TEAMING, 
cess. Thousands of instruments are arranged in chrono- -— 
Jogical order. There are four large rooms devoted to by william wolsieffer. 
the music of the Seventeenth century. All the carious - 
notations, the original manuscripts of many composers Much importance is now being attached to so-called 
now only known to the historian, carious and old ‘‘ear-training,” and little heed paid to its resultant 
editions of old classic writers, are here seen in each tendency of increasing the already too little guarded 
numbers that one marvels where they all come from, against predominance of the “ear” over the “ under- 
One irat -Orb do Lasso- one room alone, standing.” 
Handel and Bach have several rooms, which are not As in all things, there is “.ear-training” and—“ear- 
included in the four devoted to the Seventeenth century training.” The ear is constantly being trained for bet- 
co np sera ter or for worse, and almost universally it is the latter. 
The writer spent the best part of three days among As the pupil practices so he trains the ear, and the 
these treasures, which gave only time to glance at the prevailing wretched practicing produces the prevailing 
objects of interest. The absence of a catalogue, which wretched ear-condition. 
s tr   nsi  t  rl  r, r  l r r,   t s ri sl  i  t t 
everything depends upon the starting-point, which, if not 
~r_‘V-' in accordance with these principles, effectually thwarts 
 B- G I -TE I . 4he eV6ntoal Ei)tammenfc of whafc 18 iateaded 1Q the lueafc 
_____ of a musical education. 
by william woIiSIEjppeb. In no other study or calling are bad habits or wrong 
impressions so vise like in their grip and so difficult 
uch i portance is now being attached to so-called to overcome as in music, for which the ear alone is 
ear-training,’ and little heed paid to its resultant ^sponsible, aad» wRh aU ‘he very important relations it 
ndency of increasing the already too little guarded bears to our wonderful musical art and science, it must 
;ainst predo inance of the “ ear ” over the “ under- he brought under complete subjection of the mind, until 
anding M all danger of its running not after trivial melodic fancies 
 i ll t i srn. t m is ^e r-tr i i cr  r- only has paBSed. 
CULTIVATION OP MUSICAL MEMOET. 
Exercises should be committed to, memory as far as 
possible, for then one can better observe the position of 
the hinds and the movement of the fingers. 
Indeed, it is useful to memorize everything that is was being prepared at the time, of the writer’s visit, was There is but one way to promote a desirable training I ee , it is useful to e orize everything t at is 
very much felt.. Writing now from memory, many of of the ear, and that is to first train the mind. Train the 
the finest things are forgotten. I can now recall only mind to the correct method of practicing, and no special velops only by being constantly exercised, 
a few objects, but they will give some idea of the vast- effort will be required to possess a “correct ear.” Of the pieces learned, there should be kept in the 
ness of the collection. Of Schubert’s original manu- In my teaching experiences, I have found pupils’ ears 
scripts I remember the “Twenty-third Psalm;” the to become so accustomed (trained) to discords (in some 
“Wanderer” the “First Symphony,” and “Gretchen am instances most glaring and ear-splitting) by thoughtless 
SpinnradeV There were, in all, sixty-two manuscripts practice (lack of mind-application, carelessness, non-use 
of Schubert's exhibited, besides various relics, portraits, of knowledge), that when required to produce the cor- 
busts, etc. Of Beethoven, I, remember seeing his ear- reset tone (concord) they would act m though the true 
trumpet, his death notice specimens of hsi hair, his tone were the false one. 
. 
memory a sufficient number to form a repertory, which 
ought to be more or less rich, according to the age and 
aptness of the pupil. H. Parent. 
—“In furnishing a music-room,” writes Alice Don- 
levy, “care must be taken to have little drapery and no 
a , ill  , as atuffed or upholstered chaws or sofas, because they is 
, H  M ' terfere with the sound of singitrgxpr other music. What- 
will (made la 1802), a receipt for three trios Op. 9, for Then, not alone as to the correct tone is tbe ear ejsr is hung against the walla should be hard, not soft. 
216 francs (forty-five dollars). Bat what interested sue required to bs trained, fern also as to the correct time, j '“■no clrpe^th^XlSS 
most is his cook § account, in his own writing. Here length ©f the measure-beats, cessations of sound (rests), 1 painted or stained. Any ornament that interferes with 
are some of the articles ; Potatoes, three greutzers mi contrasts of power from pianissimo to fortissimo,! the purpose of the room ceases to be decorative.” 
OABELESSNESS. 
BY O. K. SKINNHB. 
Ykabs of experience in teaching has led the •writer to 
classify musical students into various classes. Those 
who are the most difficult to instruct are those who are 
careless. Carelessness in some cases is nothing more of 
less than pure indifference. The careless student is 
easily recognized. Nevertheless, it may be of interest to 
study his or her portrait. When the careless student 
begins her lesson, she exasperates the tutor by continu¬ 
ing her playing when he has some important suggestion 
to make regarding the use of the pedal, the kind of touch 
to be employed, or something else of equal importance. 
Finally, when the tutor does secure the pupil’s attention 
and makes clear the desired explanation, the pupil goes 
on the same as before, and five minutes afterward has 
forgotten the point explained, and will probably come to 
her next lesson with the same fault exaggerated. She 
progresses, of course, because she is enthusiastic and 
really means to do the best she can, but her trouble is in¬ 
attention. A good, plain talking to would not cure her 
of this habit; she must use her own will power to over¬ 
come it. A severe criticism of her fault would wound 
her feelings, though it is hard to understand why, as it 
would be the greatest favor one could show her. Should 
the teacher speak to her earnestly regarding it, she 
would very probably consider him cross and severe, and 
desire to change teachers. But is it not a teacher’s duty 
to us« iverity when necessary ? 
When through the lesson > i s dissatisfied vith 
herself, does not know whether she has learned anything 
or not, or if she has picked up a few crumbs of knowl- 
edg< I all gu -work, and sh is oo ca less i ihor- 
ughl i , -z ! i hich < , qui ed r it too 
much trouble. When she.leaves, the teacher feels thank¬ 
ful that she has gone, and wonders whether he can ever 
na e i mus iai out s such Material. Sh * • • not 
look on the teacher as her friend, but still, she expects 
him to take a friendly interest in her progress, and not 
show any partiality to other pupils. How can she 
expect the teacher’s friendly interest when she shows 
neither by word nor action that she cares for it, and 
when it is offered rejects it. 
It is very probable “that no such test is necessary, for 
the tutor can undoubtedly demonstrate by practical 
illustration the radical difference between the two ways 
of playing. Another fault which is very common is 
careless use of the pedal. In most editions the pedal is 
incorrectly indicated. 
The lesson of thoroughness is the'hardest to learn. 
Why are yon compelled to continually practice a piece 
which you should have learned long ago ? In nine cases 
out of ten you will discover that inattention to ex¬ 
planations, or an inattentive mind when studying, is the 
solution of the problem. In other words, carelessness. 
Do you call to mind any one who succeeded without the 
most painstaking effort ? Neither may, you expect to 
succeed without the same fixedness of .purpose. 
It is often the case that a careless student is am¬ 
bitious. Ambition is a desirable quality in all under 
takings, but if coupled with carelessuess, inattention, or 
a desire to hurry through a certain amount of work in a 
limited time, the result will he disastrous. The sure 
way is the careful, conscientious way. It is a wonderful! 
incentive to a teacher to he fortunate in possessiug a 
pupil who loves to do the most thorough, careful, and 
painstaking work, and would as soon cut off her right 
hand as to write a wrong note in her harmony or play 
carelessly in her piano lesson. 
What a wearisome task it is, however, to teach a 
careless, indifferent pupil, who plays in a hurrying 
manner, with no attention to phrasing, shading, pedal, or 
hand position. The pupil who tries to play with her 
eyes is also of this class. With eyes glued to the notes 
and her mind half interested in her performance, she I 
plays slowly and painfully, or perhaps hurriedly and 
anxiously. She may make a mistake any moment, and 
does succeed in making herself ridiculous. What is the 
cause ? Carelessness iu practicing.. Instead of delving 
down deep for pearls when studying, she has been 
skimming, the green scum off the surface. She is not 
thoroughly imbued with her work and cannot expect to 
acquire any great degree of proficiency. It is necessary 
to become seriously in earnest in order to succeed. 
Many have not this temperament. Then it must be 
acqoii ed. ' 
a rule, carelessness is the outgrowth of laziness. 
Some who appear very cultivated possess this attribute. 
They possess it in a highly polished form. The quick 
discerning eye of the teacher, who is generally a close 
student of human nature, readily discriminates between 
the genuine and counterfeit. 
If this article shall be productive of moral backbone 
in your study, if it will make your efforts more pains¬ 
taking, if it will make yon more ux earnest and. ag¬ 
gressive, ’then its object will have been attained. 
Yon will. receive more praise and flattery than you 
deserve, and altboqgH your good qualities should always 
he acknowledged, it is no more than equitable that the 
had qualities should also he held occasionally before 
your mind’s eye. Let us all, then, make no unnecessary 
pretensions, but strive to correct our cureless habits, 
taking pains to he thorough and conscientious. Let us 
have a fixed purpose and be determined t rcceed. Let 
us all he friends, and take a friendly interest in each 
other. It does not cost much to show a friendly, appre¬ 
ciation of that which we admire in some one else, and 
such appreciation, if shown, will undoubtedly be recipe 
rocatcd. Our ideal must be perfection; so let us all 
strive to attain it, and not let any difficulty discourage. 
YOUNG MUSICIANS AT THEIE BEST. 
0 BY W. V. JONES. 
I wish to say a few words to the parents ot music 
pupils on the evil effects of stopping their children’s leg--; 
sons for a time. Most parents look upon the study of piano¬ 
forte playing the same as other school studies, a mistake 
that causes thousands of .children to fail in becoming 
proficient in the art. _ In efficient piano playing three-;' 
fourths of the work is hand training. This complex 
machine, the human hand, must undergo a scientific, 
training before a good pianist, can be made, the old, 
stupid system of teaching notes and time and letting the: 
pupil strike the keys of the piano as they please ” cannot 
’ i i rated n our Lisa his ai ous p ipils and 
p 1 - s hi ve enl ghtened th< world , i this Eael an I 
er i mu lc used ii pi noforte ilqyi ;> from th( I «. 
ot the fingers to ihe shoulder, requires a separate as well 
as ombi ed t ainlng, and tl j.pupil duri g hi time i 
jonstsntl cant o led ,> eep th muscle pass ve and 
in a state of relaxath a. 
Mr. Sherwood, in a lecture before the New York 
: :acl e s’ associate .said tha t oly five | re nt of 
all the pupils in the United States receive correct hand 
training.” He rays, “ Pupilsuse the strong muscles of 
the arm and wrist, in place of, or to assist, the flexors | 
and extensors of the fourth and fifth fingers, a practice, 
always fatal to good playing.” Now, this hand training 
must.be done in youth. When I say this I do not wish 
to discot agt th< e g < >*< pup la who w< k q hard t 
their studies. There are many beautiful melodic pieces 
th« can i ach satisfactorily, but it i impossible for them 
to become expert players. Grown pupils can improve 
fast if their hands' have been trained when young, ms 
matter he v og they lave eated. Fried ich W 
the father of Clara Schumann and the teacher of the 
world-wide renowned virtuoso, Dr. Hans Yon Biilow— 
but b fo - u ing v in on Ms subject I w 11 i 1 two 
sentences from a letter written in 1863 from Von Blilow 
to his old teacher. He wrote: “ Never In thought or in 
word have I forgotten or denied—and herein will the 
future continue to reflect the past—what I owe to you, 
highly revered Master. 
“You it was who first laid a firm foundation, teaching 
my ear to hear and impressing my hand with rules 
according to law with logical order, who raised up my 
talent from the twilight of unconsciousness to the clear 
light of consciousness.” ’ 
Mr. Wieck in a lecture on the study of the piano before 
lady players asks: “But why is it, then, that this me¬ 
chanical proficiency is now, as a rule, insufficient ? First, 
because we are too late in beginning with it. In order 
to obtain the progress of expertness and pliancy of the 
fingers and joints that a child of six or seven years 
acquires with an able teacher in four lessons, fingers of 
ten or fourteen need from fifteen to twenty lessons, and 
often more according to the construction of the hands, 
etc.” I could name hundreds of instances, in my long 
career as a teacher, of the bitter regrets of ladies who 
would not study piano playing in youth. A married lady, 
a pupil of mine, who was more successful than most 
ladies are, by the Constant use of the technicon and three 
to five hours daily practice on the piano, said to me: 
“If girls could only see the future, they would never 
trifle with the study of muBic in their youth, depriving 
themselves and their surroundings of the sweet pleasures 
of music a whole life long.” 
Many pupilB are not satisfied with four or six weeks’ 
vacation iu midsummer, but will stop their lessous*from 
two to eight months at a time ; leaving off in July and 
rec mmeueing after h Chri t holidays • j ite 
common. These pupils will never be the players they 
.would have been, and now they have to struggle with 
muscles that are one year older. Another class of pupils 
are those who are constantly missing their lessons, stop¬ 
ping for a week and two weeks at a lime. Of course, 
these pupils must have one month at Christmas in order 
to make presents, etc. ; because of some trivial thing, 
Ibey will stop lessons for a week, and it is sometimes 
three weeks before they get around again ; no teacher 
can make such pupils play. Such pupils are unworthy 
of < o a si lera i< n I 
The worst is not yet told ; these pupils do not refrain | 
from practice, they play pieces right along, but, not having 
practiced technics, the flexors of the weak fingers won’t 
act, then they play with wrong museles, and finally get 
theirhands in a wrong position, which sometimes dannot 
be correteted in'a life-time. 
SOME or THE ADVANTAGES OF UNDEB- 
STANDING HABMONY. 
BY A. J. GOODRICH. 
All experienced musicians agree in considering Har¬ 
mony a necessary branch of musical education and one 
that mi be thoroughly i idersto J by ei ry professor 
But the general advantages accruing from a knowledge 
of musical theory are not fully appreciated. Many 
amateurs suppose that an understanding of theoretical 
principles is unnecessary, excepting to those who intend 
to compose or arrange music. To the former class, and 
not to the professional musician, these lines ale ad- 
dre tsed. 
Let us look a little more closely into the nature of the 
principal subjects that are included under the geneial 
title, Harmony. .We enumerate them in consecutive 
order: An analysis of the scales and the natural inter¬ 
vals of these scales is the first step. This is a very 
different matter from that of merely playing the scales 
in an instruction book without knowing what constitutes 
a normal scale. Those who pursue this superficial 
• course frequently play as natvrals certain scale degrees 
that require a sharp or a flat according to modern to¬ 
nality, because they do not know why the sharp or the 
flat is necessary. Nor do they understand the melodic 
and rhythmic divisions of a scale, the points of motion 
and repose, and the relations of one scale to certain 
other scales. An explanation of the phenomena of 
sound, and of the origin and formation of chords, come 
next. These are as important to the vocalist As to the 
instrumentalist; for if the piano or organ sounds a chord 
simultaneously (let us- say that of g major) and the notes, 
d, <7, b, appear melodically in the vocal part the singer 
will derive much benefit and satisfaction from knowing 
.bat-1 i r her pai is - ms 1 >dj , t ins I the • rm nic 
accompaniment, and it is principally a knowledge of the 
harmonic and rhythmic structure that will guide the 
vocalist to a correct, accentuation and true melodic 
phrasing of a song. There is something else to a vocal 
piece beyond the notes and ihe words. There are mu¬ 
sical' laws as immutable as those of light and heat. But 
we must have a theory for the illustration of these innate 
principles. Unfortunately, the average singers of to-day 
do not concern themselves with theories or principles; 
they do not even attain to ordinary practical musician- 
ship. They practice scales, broken chords, fioriture and 
tremolando, are coached in a set of songs, and then they 
call themselves artists! 
There was a time when a singer w&b a musician, and 
understood even the intricacies of counterpoint. But a 
Sconces, a Phillips, or a Henschel, is now a rara avis. 
The rearrangement and inversion of chords are 
almost equally important, and greatly facilitate our 
comprehension of harmonic designs. 
Chord progression follows. Here we become ac¬ 
quainted with the general principles according to which 
one chord follows another. The assistance this affords 
to sight-reading and transposing can scarcely be over¬ 
estimated ; for as harmonic progressions are generally 
conducted according to certain musical principles, it 
mnst be a great advantage for the performer td under¬ 
stand these principles, and thus to anticipate a consider¬ 
able number of chord movements in every composition. 
The directions for resolving discords, both directly and 
indirectly, are so important that it is not possible to 
thoroughly master a difficult opuB, nor to read at sight 
readily without them. _/ 
Among the other essential features we may mention 
Modulation, Transition, the Harmonic Cadences in 
major and minor, Chord Belations. Tonality, Duplica¬ 
tion and Omission. Suspenion, Pedal note, False Pro¬ 
gressions, Unrelated Tones, etc. 
It is no longer possible to sing or perform modern 
music without understanding the general principles that 
govern the composer in his creative efforts. With this 
information at command the vocalist, as well as the in 
strtimentalist, is enabled to penetrate the composer's 
design, to read the music readily, and to accent and 
punctuate a song or a sonata in an intelligent manner. 
Von Blilow and Sherwood with their Small bauds, and 
George Henschel with his small voice, are living exam¬ 
ples of what analytical knowledge and musical intel¬ 
ligence can accomplish.—The Indicator. 
—Do not be discouraged if, at first, yon cannot play 
with lunch expression, as that will have to come by de¬ 
grees. You cannot put feeling into the music unless you 
really feel it yourself. No teacher cun put it into you,; 
neither can mere technic express it. It must be part of 
yourself. Often the music is soft and tender; then again 
it is grand and inspiring. Pay especial regard to the. 
words you will find at the beginning, indicating how the 
music is to be rendered ; also make up your mind what 
key you are going to play in; what is the time; how 
many accents there are in each measure, end on just 
which counts or beats they fall.—J. 0. Ludlow in Chris¬ 
tian Union. 
HUH 
EADlOAL TYPES OF PIAIOFOETE TOUCH. the^fiDgcra elos6 to the keys.. With the hand in the flame ago for securing vitality in the finger tips. Dr. Mason 
ppsitibn one is readrito begin upon the ingenious exer- makes great use of this form of atabcato, riot alone in 
A New Statement by Dr. Wm. Mason. cise proposed by Mr. E. M. Bowman in the test exercises places where phrasing is intended, but aA a irieana of 
—-• 0f Musicians, forplaying a brightening upi the efiect of rurining oaBstees presainably 
JX sene ‘ chor i with either^ voice brought out at the legato. This effect is not necessarily staccato, properly 
m \ rru £ " . ... •: pleasure of the performed Taking an ordinary psalm speaking, but more like the ivory ball effect described ;«* ^«^S.-The finger.touch which answers to, tune, let ^he soprano be played perfectly legato by bv Mr. Cady in Music for JarinSJasAtypJ 
lown ” type is the cringing legato. The finger^ changing;fih^a upon evertkey wherever necessary for lie devitalised condition of the 
-._, ■ maintaining the legato. The other tones of the chord cisely that of the arm as described in the opening nara- 
..^ are played m staccato as possible by means of a very graph above. ** 1 
. im& huger touch, with the very endo of the fingers, much _ In this connection it is not out of place to repeat the 
~ a 9iie would pick chords upon a guitar. Pig. 10 shows illustrations of th« Mason “ elastic tou< hi” as 
v \ tm. . ... *rawri for; “Touch and Technic;” 
:')i* Fig. 7. 
falls from the knuckle as on a hinge, and the point clings 
to the key at the point where it first strikes, ana remains 
fixed and immovable during the entire tone. The force 
with which the clinging pressure is.maintained may vary 
widely, according to circumstances. In slow melodies 
it is considerable, draw a 'finger 
scales, passage and not melodic, tne clinging pressure is 
slight; 1 - i 
Tis l, 
The hand positions in performing finger motions are 
so well known that it is perhaps impertinent to intro- 
' ... im it dace illustrations at this point, Still, 
sometimes doubted whether a curved position of the 
fingers will result from the new methods of practice, 
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 are given as being in point, lllustrat- 
Fig. 12. ■’ . Fig. 14. 
staccato is what Dr. Mason calls the “elastic touch,” of touch than by any type in which the weight of the 
where the finger, having been extended .quite straight finger, hand, or arm remains resting npon the keys, ex- 
some: distance above the keys, is suddenly drawn in cepting in slow melodies of the legato character, and 
(shut) to the palm of the'hand, touching the’'key forcibly these even are often more effective when, the np-tonches 
la passing. _ In some instances the contraction _ of the are used and the pedal employed for completing the 
flexor muscles continues until the entire hand is carved legato. It is an interesting question why this should be 
inward, as iri Fig, 12, In other cases the contraction the case. The answer, however, is not far to find. In 
stops sooner. ' . _ all the “up ” touches the muscles are far more vitalized 
A very singular type of the finger touch is employed and elastic at the moment of delivering the touch than 
Fig. 9. " 
ing different aspects of purely ■■ finger motions of the 
legato var ety. 
_ Figs. 9, 10, and 11 appertain to another class of exer¬ 
cises, but inasmuch as they are all finger touches, they 
serve our present purpose just as well. Fig. S is a part of 
Fxs, 18. , , Fig. 16. 
by Professor Bowman is some instances for the purpose in any of the ** down ” varieties. In the latter 
of inducing decision and vigor of attack in hands natu- force, mere avoirdupois,- has much to do with, acti 
rally deficient in these respects. At the beginning of file the keys and producing the tones ; in the “ up ” to 
touch, the hand presents the appearance shown in Fig. the mere weight had nothing to do with the vblui 
18. The touch is made by spitefully extending the tone resulting, but simply will, elasticity, spirit.^ 8 
finger, “ stabbing ” the key, as one might Bav, the ter- the up touches afford players of slight physique 
mination of the touch being as represerited in Fig. 14. ; cisely’ the means needed whereby they, can <aa 
The'slightest form of finger staccato is that in which their oftentimes ^w^-obpwptidBB^fiplfc.; 
the, motion is almost entirely confined to the second fullness of tone and vital quality iridieartivrifbPiiMi 
joints of the, fingers, as in the old:fa8hioned tremqlo, or; of mind arid sensitiveness ot soul. . 
repeated note exercise, which, in fact, was the main: In clearing np this matter of touch,. Dr. Mmo 
dependence Of the best teachers a quarter of a century completed his great work, “Touch arid Technic,* 
Fig. ; 10. 
’ - d** . _! l ' > . 
the illustration of the method of playing chords, by means' 
of a finger touch and up-arm combined. Fig; 9 being the 
position of the hand in readiness to make the touche— 
* Copyright, 1892. The©. Presser. 
manner entitling him to the lasting gratitude of teachers 
and students. The classification above described is 
so simple that a child can master it, in a few minutes, 
and the types are so distinct that any person will imme¬ 
diately recognize them ? at the same time, there is, per¬ 
haps, scarcely a technical nuance employed by the 
greatest artist which cannot be accounted for as one of 
these types or a combination of several elements. It iB 
not pretended by Dr. Mason that he alone has found out 
these touches. On the contrary, artists for many years, 
and more especially within, the past twenty years, have 
been tending more and more to the free use of the arm. 
Every concert pianist illustrates this fact, and some 
teachers, such as Sherwood, Cady, Liebling, and 
many others, have effected a partial clearing up of 
the matter for their own pupils. This of Dr, Mason, 
however, is the first authoritative statement of the 
matter in. a book, so • far as the editor of Music knows, 
and the first classification which includes all the known 
All this is wrong. If mnsic is worth, studying at all, this seemingly formidable obstacle. But, to those favored 
it is as literature, poetry, an expression of Ac, beautiful, with ieB8 zeal I would point out a few practical plans, 
and as product of some of the most grfted mipdjB who __1 uu w uiuuut;il w ouuic u* luuuii uuwu uuuuo uu 1* v t___. , v ._. . ■ . . . 
have expressed themselves for the! dictation; of their wblcb bave P^aented themselves to me at various stages 
fellow-men. Music basin it a poetry and a beauty, and of my work, for obtaining thid much-needed and little- 
a many-sided representation of soal, far beyond that of acquired faculty. First, then, let ub make up our minds 
literature. The poetry of the pianoforte iB more varied to do one thing, and that isy to listen-listeh to every- - 
and more spiritually representative than that of the i,. . . ... , , , . , 
English language. Bnt point is, how is the student thl“S .m nature 5 l«ten to every sound produced by 
to be brought into contact with, this poetry, when his! artificial means and by the human voice. Let the key- 
study of music is., after all, only an accomplishment, and note of every sound be carried in your mind as you 
a diversiouAmong his earnest occupations? Obviously,; WOuld an order to the grocer. Suppose, for instance, 
I answer, in the Bame manner as similar results are . , A , , 
attained in the literary schools-by so co-ordinating the 7°“ are some distance from an instrument, and hear a 
studies that the student, while supposedly working for whistle blow or a, bell ring. Strive to keep that tone in 
the immediate lesson, iB also working along a longer line yonr mind until you can determine itB pitch on some in- 
toward this lofty and distant goal of culture. . Btrument. Remember that tone in connection with that 
ones which may well enough be taken as together fully b®U or rthistle, and continue your search in like manner 
representing the range and manner of his thonght. All with other Bounds. Compare one sound with another, 
e e ber that tone in connection ith that 
tie, and continue your search in like anner 
so
Speeial mention ought to be made of the figures of his remaining compositions might, without detriment, and go to the nearest instrument and verify your com- 
e hands, here given in a reduced form. After scores hp f-laHRed aa “ HiirrnnndinfTS.” renresenting the frilltiprr _•_ T. , _■ ■ _ '_•„ , . 
s  ;  n >e at i uu n i i 
th
of photographs had been taken without satisfactory 
results, the distinguished artist, Mr. Childe Hassam, 
volunteered, out of friendship to Dr. Mason, to try what 
he could do. The results are not only satisfactory to 
the eye and the artistic sense, but far more instructive 
and suggestive than photographs. At first Dr. Mason 
was inclined to get along with, just as few drawings as 
possible, but later, when the goodness of these grew 
upon him, he regretted that he could not have had 
twice as many, in order to illustrate different states of 
each act.—From Music. 
MUSIC-STUDY AS OULTUBE. 
e c ss  s  surrou ings, p  u ness 
and amplitude of his. talent, bnt not presenting any one 
distinctive- trait not already covered in the works more 
generally esteemed. To mention Beethoven: anyone 
who really knows the 51 Patbfitique,” 11 Moonlight,” 
“ Appassionata,” and the last five sonatas, with the last 
four symphonies, has practically the range of the 
parison. It is surprising what progress you will make 
in a very short time. Nature iB full of the most tunefu^ 
and harmonious sounds if we would only take the pains 
to observe them. And, indeed, how can onr exalted 
art be made to reproduce nature if we do not learn the 
BIT. S. B. MATHEWS. 
[its range.] 
The great defect of much of the study of music which 
now goes on in this and other countries, is that so little 
of it ever rea he s the p >int wh< re he name culture can 
be applied to it. I do not know that the term culture 
ms ver been be f. r lefine i in by the late Mat hew 
An ©i h called it knowledge of the best tl it ha 
been Baid and done in the world.” Hence, mnsical 
ulture is a knowledf of he 1 st that has beei a! and 
done in the musical eWorld, Now, this is & very, large 
field a 5 it s scarcely t be expected th t average 
nusi i nt ht ime hi 1 sposal for musical 
studies, will be able to attain the Ml measure of know¬ 
ing the best that has been said and done in the entire 
musical world. Even if we limit the term “best” rather 
severely, inhere will still remain a wide field in which 
many kinds of “ best” have been said and done; espe¬ 
cially the latter. For in muBic we have to do with tone- 
combinations addressed to the mind through the ear, 
according to the laws of music; and hence, a “best” 
which can never be comprehended by being inquired 
about, any more than one can know a distinguished man 
from descriptions. If one have a photograph one might 
bt able * reeoj lize he distinguish* It* ntenanc* rhen 
one meets it, but from a written description never, unless, 
indeed, there be some singular mark or peculiarity of 
appearance. So in music, to know the best is to have 
heard it often; to have reproduced it one’s self; to 
have compared it with other products by the same 
author i hes ga o ith each thei in.th< * hron 
ological order ; and yet again with the products of other 
authors, contemporaneously and in succession. 
Our music culture rarely reaches a point where the 
student is familiar enough with the works of any one 
composei ©» rec "1 e the style when hi iring an unfa- j 
miliar composition by that author ; and still more rarely 
reaches, a point where the entire productive activity of 
the composer iB known even in its chief outlines. 
Nor is this to be wondered at. Out of the many 
thousands who enter as pupils the great majority do so 
from one term to another, and with longer or shorter 
intermissions between; so that the teacher is doing his 
work “from hand to mouth,” as one might say, with 
prominent reference to modifying the manner of the 
playing according to its most pressing needs. The pupil, 
on the other hand, in the absence of stimulation of class 
reunions and contact with more mature minds, an$ the 
like - also chiefly occupied ; mastering the mme 
diate lesson. In this way the pupil in the course of 
time takes a few compositions by the great masters in 
>ianofo te Lite store, id let - many pieces y le ei 
writers, but, -as & rale, entirely .without proper under¬ 
standing *s to the place of any of them in art, whether 
great or little, la other words, upon its intelligent side 
the. study is desultory and purposeless, although very 
fine advances are made in finish of performance. 1 
shall not stay to argue these assertions. 1 leave 
it to the consciousness of the reader whether they are 
not to & great extent true in her own case; or, if not 
true of herself^-whether they are not true of. too. many 
of her school companions. 
Beethoven mind. The string quartets afford additional 80unf8 and tonea. Produced by nature ? It is only when 
illustrations, and all the chamber works are important.' we give these things onr closest attention that we can 
But, on the whole, the symphonies and the sonatas men- come fully to appreciate the words of onr sublime 
tioned give a very good idea of the Beethoven style. So in Lowell:_ 
Schumann, if one wishes to get the range of this most 
active of musical mindB, it is only necessary to know “Oh! what is bo rare as a day in June? 
„ ., , c , w • i • ' to •. . Then heaven tries earth, if it be In tune.” 
well the Etudes aymphoniques, Kreislenana, Phantasie 
in C, one or two of the Novellettes, and the Sonatas in Try a week’s practice in this as you have a few 
G-minor and F-minor. -Add to these the concerto and i.:™,. 
the first symphonies, and the catalogue is fairly com-: * ___ 
piste. Or of. Chopin, the Ml range of the master mind 
is represented by the great Polonaises in A fiat and E Improving the Pianoforte.—A recent patent for in¬ 
fiat, the Etudes for piano, two of the Ballades,- and creasing the sympathetic quality of toneso much admired 
about fifteen compositions among the Scherzos, Im- by connoisseurs is coming into use. It is called a “sym- 





I B  sy  
promptus, and Nocturnes. Or, to take a little broader pathetic octave coupler.” It is now improved, and 
range th cope >f the Chopin mi d Is i ili ill strated 
in tlie compositions in the Peters-Chopin Album, ex- 
applied at a trifling cost to nprigbt pianos. It is a sys¬ 
tem of damping by means of a conpler, and the amount 
cepting the most difficult pieces, where considerations of of extra tone derived from bringing the sympathetic pedal 
popular availability occasioned their omission. So of into play may be. easily demonstrated. By depressing 
Mendelssohn, if one knows well ten of the Songs without any note, say, in the tenor register, and raising the 
Words, the Rondo Capriccioso, and a very few other damper, it will .be found on striking the corresponding 
pieces for piano, one has the range of this gracefnl and note an octave higher that the lower note from which 
charming personality. Or, take Stephen Heller, one of the damper is lifted and free from the string is vibrating 
the greatest among the lesser poets for the pianoforte— in sympathy witl it. j i 
a sort of Longfellow or Tennyson for the piano. Out of This device is a most ingenious one, and is sure to be 
all his books of Etudes there are perhaps thirty pieces vridely adopted. ■ 
which represent him at his best—graceful in melody, Tber.e c?abea0 doubt that immense strides have been 
, te J’ made in the art of pianoforte building m late years. 11* ie ng i. h irm< ny ind i fii < 1 
Nevertheless, if the student casts his eye over the lists must not, however,'rest satisfied with the results we 
above, he will find cause for meditation; for with all bave already attained, but, with the pluck and persi&j 
the best compbsers, such as Beethoven, Schumann, and tfnoT 8? distinctive of our race, endeavor to increase 
Chopin, the best works are of very considerable diffi- the lead we have take among the world’s pianoforte 
culty, and are not to be touched by the student until after m&kers. 
many years preparation—which preparation, in turn, --—*——— 
cannot come from exercises alone, but from a musical _ _ m . 
development, in the course of which much music by The PR9GRESSI.VE Teacher. He devises gatherings 
other composers, and hot a little of the less difficult of °* biB PRPl“ instructing them in many things which 
these same composers alBO, will have been taken up in 0611 v bs taken up in toe pnv&te lesson. here are 
. rogressive r.— i t ri  
of his pnpils for instructing the  in any things hich 
can hardly e ta e  np i  the rivate lesson. T ere are 
proper order, and studied until it has made a way for things connected with study which, can jnst as well 
the appreciation of the greater and more recondite quali- be tRRght to a group of pupils as to an lndividn&l. In¬ 
ties in these larger works, wherein the flight of the terest among the students is kept active by snch gather- 
mighty spirits was not at all hampered by considera- in8?; One* of the best things to do before the class ifl 
tions of practicability. ‘ Hence, a complete apparatus for tq lllustrate with diagrams some portion of the body 
preparing students in the spirit already outlined would which is actively employed while singing. Another, is 
consist of a series of liBtB or “courses,” in which the to r®ad before, le class elections culled from vai ins 
moBt essential and fully representative compositions of mnsical magazines. Once a. month Buch. a cl ©s would 




every great compose  ould Bta d i p og essive orde , ® pro itably taught, if t t woul cut out an  
preceded by such other compositions as in the judgment Bave the articles which had arouse* his interest dnnng 
of the scholars making the list wonld best lead up to the tbe mooth. A few times each year it is well to have 
to.*3 -m . m * i A . nhntnknn n 4- Lltnn A* AA1V1 AADAfKl n nH AAAAtln 
final I A rhea® li * «»* • to » market * I in > 
grades with II possible a ational problem.forming the 
central conception of the work for each grade. When 
o formed tl . *> «i nt who shonld elect his.studies mt 
of these lists would by so much be working toward the 
goal of culture—proposed at starting. Nevertheless, 
, rj nf i iep< I it a is - ann r of study } bnt 
this is another story, which must wait for a more con¬ 
venient season.—The Musical Record. 
sketches of the lives of composers read, and accom¬ 
pany them with selections of music by those composers. 
All snch class gatherings help the pupilB and, at the 
same time, keep the teacher from falling into a rat. — 
Vocalist. 
STUDY POE ABSOLUTE PITCH. 
BV OHAS. J. SMITH. 
for al ore cob- Dummy Keyboards.—** Sir Sterndale Bennett ex¬ 
pressed-his unqualified disapproval of them. Sgam- 
bati, however, thought differently, and often said that a 
. dumb piano oughi to be used by eveiy one who aimed at 
playing with perfect finish—his opinion being that no 
one who could avoid it has any right to inflict on his 
'I neighbors the annoyance of listening to that amount of 
passage-practicing from which no talent can dispense 
any individual player. HenBelt always used a. dumb 
piano for conquering technical difficulties;. he said that 
doing so spared the nerveB, and he advised his pnpils to do 
mysterions sub- the same.. In St Petersburg all the lady professors of 
To the earnest Henselt's school practice on instruments which had two 
j-a: |.. . , . sets of sordines—one which so deadened and softened 
dimculties irs h1.8 BOQn(j: ^ ^ render it; inaudible outside the room, 
A few words in regard to that very . 
ject known as “ absolute pitch.” '  l 
student who is brave enough to face all iffi lti s m is the nd to r r it i i l ntsic 
slow climb up the mount of Parnassus little need be stud, while the second made the instrument 
I for he will think of more ways than one of, overcoming dummy.”—Betting tyaXker. 
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.without melody. The song must have, a vocal character as of a part-song; with several singers. The soprano is to he a 
.tie stronger- than the other Voices , but ail the parts... are to have vocal quality . This singing-tone is the element main¬ 
ly to be sought in the performance. The dissonances at Ca) must always be taken rather firmly and delicately resolved; 
.the chord .meanwhile holding out until the:Melodyrdissohaneq-has bees, resolved in to it. The genera] expression of the 
.piece is one of elegiac meditation; as when one thinks of dear and lovely ones departed•, 
o (J s .: 
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HELPS AID HUTS, 
Without time music is unintelligible and lost on the 
hearer.—Czerny. 
The history of piano playing in a nutshell is touch and 
tone.—Angelo M. Read. 
Taste for the beautiful must be cultivated, else we 
shall not enjoy it.—Merz. 
It requires talent, emotion, intelligence, and technic to 
make an artist.—Christiani.* 
No one will succeed in the desired self-development 
who sets a great deal of hope in a little endeavor.— 
Thomas Tapper 
Talent depends more on special training and untiring 
diligence than on intuitive force, for intuitive force is 
geni u sf—< Tht is t *-1 n i , 
Well-ordered piano-practice is designed to render cer¬ 
tain movements of the Rogers facile which were at first 
executed with uncertainty.—Henry MfAer, 
I am only too happy when the parents and friends of 
my pupilB take an interest in their progress,- for I then 
feel assured that my method is a meritorious one.— 
Teacher. 
If our art is not to sink entirely'to the level of trade, 
commerce, and fashion, the training for it must be 
complete, intelligent, and really artistic.—Adolph Bern- 
hard Marx, 
The best art work is undeniably that done for the love 
of art; even one whoBe gift of genius is limited may 
produce most admirable results when guided by this 
principle.—Tfomo* Copper. i'/: . . Viffi . 
Accustom yourself to think music in your mind, with- 
ou the aid fa piano In * iy o I will hem tt 1 
fountains flow and gush with an ever-increasing clear- 
ness and purity.—Schumann. ■. . • • . .. 
If the young teacher feels inclined to lose his temper 
,1 er a als< n te 1 - tyt *2 by 1•; upil, le thim a ik himsc II 
seriously whether such a dourse of procedure is condu- 
civ to tl e ’ '.l In er« ts of th pupil.—Henry Fish . 
Music alone ushers man into the portal of an intellect, 
ual world, ready to encompass him, but which he may 
never encompass. That mind alone whose every thought 
is rhythm can embody music, can comprehend its mys¬ 
teries, its divine inspirations, and can alone speak to the 
senses of ita intellectual revelations^—Beethoven. 
Sir St t “V Bennett never all red his pupils to pai - 
in a passage that was being played in an uncertain way, 
or even badly, but insisted on the pupil going through to 
the end as if notl I ig m as wro lg. He he I 5 hat the ns xt 
best thing to having played a passage well is to go on 
and betray 10 immedia * onsciousne of having done | 
.badly. . • | 
Better inaction than a half-effort—for in the former 
you rest; and if you have a conscience, you will finally 
tire of inaction, rouse yourself up, and push vigorously 
on; whereas in the latter case you may indeed be mov¬ 
ing, but yon are not advancing, and every one of these 
half-efforts tends to relax the mental system and to de¬ 
prive it of the energy to focus its powers for an effort in 
a given direction.—Deppe. 
What I told you day before yesterday was the conclu¬ 
sion fo ■ erience had then 
brought me.- If I tell you something different on the 
same point to-day, it is not because I am inconsistent, 
but because I am two days older and speak from still 
longer experience now—because .1 am still alive and 
growing. When I cease to change my views, even of 
long years’ standing,’ I shall be intellectually dpad.— 
1 Fed vre Kullak. 
In one important respect parents should display their 
interest in their children’s lessons, ■ When the latter are 
too young or too thoughtless to feel mj obligation as to 
a strict observance of their teacher’s instructions, it is 
the bounden duty of the former to supply the deficiency 
by every means which parental authority can devise. 
Unhappily, this ideal is not always attained, else we 
should not bo frequently hear of careless pupils and in¬ 
efficient teachers.—Henry MsMr. • ■, 
PEOGEAMME AEEAHGIUG. Look to the quality , of the encores prepared, and do 
-- notallow any of such a character as would disturb the 
by Charles w. landon. unity of your programme. . Encores, either instrumental 
——- or vocal, should be lighter than the programme piece, 
- Sib George Grove says: “The arrangement of a but the contrast must not be too great, 
programme is not without its difficulties, as the effect of It is customary to have the best piece near the end, 
the pieces may be much improved by judicious contrast hut this rale is often best observed by breaking it. Four- 
of the keys, the style, and the nature of the composition.” handpieces or orchestra numbers are good to begin a 
Mendelssohn was fastidious on these points, and his pro- programme with, or perhaps, if very brilliant, for the 
grammes were considered models. Theodore Thomas ending number. Choruses come under the same rule, 
especially exhibits superior skill in programme arranging. Avail yourself of home talent and of timely visitors 
The first number of a programme Bhonld give, as it in your community who may be good singers or players; 
were, the key to the concert. The first piece should be but do not put amateurs with fine professional talent of 
joyonsand brilliant, second only in brilliancy to the last the same kind, as, if there is to appear a professional 
number. Always send an audience home in good violinist, soprano, contralto, etc., do not allow amateurs 
humor, and do not tire them out with a long programme; of the same class to appear, for the contraat is likely to 
but let them feel as if the concert had be* i too ?t be fatal, and this would be poor if not a wrong bit of 
rather than too long, for if it is too long the effect of the management. 
BY HARLES W.. LANDON. 
entire concert is injured. Many years ago six hours was 
not an unknown length for a concert, but two hours is 
now considered long, especially by a country audience. 
“ Home Talent Concerts,” as given in small towns, 
are noted for their length. It is hard to manage the 
performers in such a programme without giving offence. 
HOW TO SUCCEED. 
BY L. 0. -EtiSOHS 
A request to give a word of greeting through your 
columns to the Alumni must be heeded. After all, 
study alone will not suffice to make a musician. Our -B- " - >> y-.-/if 1 i j i uw v*jr uui< o mvu iu ivc ui cugi u uii
In every programme there should be one or more num- art) Wng an emotional one, has in itself both a danger 
bers that are pf ; $o dedded a contrast to the others as to and a promise. The danger is that a giving of free 
break the spell, as it were. Do not invite performers to scope to the emotions may lead to a character without 
take a part until you are sure you want them, and as far balance and stainina, ana this is to be corrected by a 
f,, , broad line of studies (languages, history, literature, etc.) 
as possible make up your programme beforehand. In outside ?f the strict domain of technical work. The 
doing this keep your plans to yourself. Keep in mind promise is, that as the musical student goes through 
that the several numbers; of the programme must con- life, every trial, every experience,; will transmute itself 
trast favorably one with the other. Avoid selections that lnto advanceme.at in his musical worth. A man who 
, ■ •, . , - . „ has never experienced sorrow can scarcely give the full 
are too difficult for the performer, for a piece well ren- significance of sorrow, either in a musical performance 
dered, even if an easy one, is far more effective than a or composition, as a painter who has never seen«the sea 
brilliant piece poorly performed. There are bat a few could give but a poor picture of the ocean. It will be 
amateurs who can sing a brilliant aria or play a Liszt the,Bame wit.h every other phase of feeling; technique 
“ . ■ and personal nature being equal, that musician will be 
fantaBia sufficiently well to please an average audience, the better who has felt more .deeply, to whom destiny 
Tour selections should appeal to the higher taste of has given the harder buffeting, 
your audience, but not be too far above their capacity to “The anguish of the singer 
enjoy. H. W. Nicholl, of New York, a leading critic says the poet> and this is emphatically true of music, 
and editor, says: liiere can be no doubt that pro- Mendelssohn fell short of Beethoven, of Mozart, and of 
gramme making is an art but few excel in. Conductors, Wagner because there was not enough of combat in his 
organists, and pianists generally make them up accord- bfe : be had experienced hpt few of the emotions which 
, .. , - , , , . . he was depicting for the world m tones. Brahms with 
mg to their individual preferences, rarely taking into all his canfotgive forth a work like the Seventh 
account the audience to whom the overloaded feast is to Symphony, hecaose his phlegmatic career has contained 
be served. New works, however interesting to musicians, more of study than of emotion. Therefore, enter not only 
are not often so to the average listener, who takes de- ipto the study-chamber, but into life as well, for both 
vi . ., . , . * , , . ,. . . fields of action are to make your music nobler and 
light in that which is. already known to him. What is higher) and on the juat balance of these two things 
termed a well-balanced programme, is one that will depends the real snccess of your career. And as re¬ 
please the general public and appeal to the higher gards your teaching work, while aiming at the highest 
knowledge and taste of the musician.” idea]* do “*>»« above necessary compromises ; the 
, .. . , moBt successful teacher, and mthe highest sense too, is 
Much considerate judgment is necessary in the selec- the compromiser. If all natures were alike, and all 
tion of pieces for a programme. If classical music is equally musical, compromises would be unnecessary, 
used it should be such as will appeal to the higher taste and the teacher might always follow an ideal system of 
of the audience, and not dry and unmelodic selections, instruction; but one muBt have regard for the short- 
„ . . , . . , comings of the dull pupil, and one may not deny the 
Have more lively than sober music, but on the whole privilege of our art to those who have to plod even to 
aim to improve and elevate the .taste of your audience, attain a little of it. The best German pedagogues have 
After all, more depends on the perfection of playing and recognized this fact, and have graded courses which are 
singing than on the pieces selected. In the songs selected Bn,ited t0 the b1°7> anTd °the™ whicfh ar*meaat fo/ thoBe 
, , 6 , , , . T, . . ,, . who learn quickly. Aiet not your teaching, therefore, be 
let the words be good poetry. It is often well to give .founded on any cast-iron system. 
a description of each instrumental piece as to its de- ■ 
sign, themes, motives, and germs. If a song, read its ; TTTMTn TPAniTPPQ 
poem and explain its musical construction. HJ-N lo ± Uxb l±,AvJil±ilto. 
Pieces must follow in such an order as to make each as hut allow tho nrmil fo h«*rin from the hesrinnirnr to 
UTS FOE.. TE OHEES. 
Do ot all  t e pupil t  begi  fr  t  b gi ing t  
effective as possible, for no one piece should obscure correct a mistake made farther on. It is not only waste 
another. The key of a piece is to be considered as well of time, but an encouragement to make the same mis- 
aa the character of it« content.. If instrumental ma8ic 
predominates, the pieces can be arranged in groups that jn selecting pieces for the pupil, have alternately one 
climax well, and the successive groups must aim toward in sharps ana one in flats. 
a climax as the programme progresses. About half of The first difficulty that presents itself to the teacher is, 
a programme should he vocal, and if more than half is te^tnlnaturally uneven fingerS m“8t be “ade t0 play 
vocal arrange the number in groups to climax the same Explain to the pupil the difference of finger and wrist 
&b advised ^bove for the instrumental;'but words are action, and cultivate exclusively the former for some 
to be considered as well ’as the music, for the poem is rime. The jerking of the wrist and the objectionabli 
*.*• r1 r*of ■i"' :A Strips*: MFFFFFF :Y:; 
or not the vocalist has a plear enanciation will have to r xniiat 
be considered. ever weak, the touch becoming clumsy, harsh, and stiff. 
■ If any oae piece is especially long it should be in the . ^ ssosl become'the .'second nature to the papil.!? 
- , - ., . ... . . , down-one key firmly while another finger is raised tor 
forepart of the programme; make sure that you interest anQther otrok^ Th4 principle, “ Hold and raise at the 
your audience at once, and keep their interest increas- game time,” must ever be present in legato playing, 
ing to the end. • ■' -' Bobebt G 
proved by the way it is introduced into everything that phases of mfental stetes. ialsoul. 
we do. Music is evidently a necessity of onr existence. Music has many mysteries that will never be explained; The artist great in his thirst for the satisfaction given 
The beginning of music is the use of tones to express for no man understands the secrets of his own heart, the by perfection, holds as close communion with his Maker 
feeling. Even among the elements of speech we have language bf his own soul. The heart is inspired by so as did Moses from Mobnt Sinai, 
the beginnings of music. The voices rise and fall, the many sentiments, that we seek in vain for the key to Music is the voice of the Spirit of the Universe, 
intervals and the time change, increasing and diminish- their consequences. The soul is a thing religiously spir¬ 
ing as the feeling changes. The staccato high-keyed itual, and from the infiniteness of its motives the resultB ' 
utterances of pleasure, the slow minor cadences of Bor ‘are incomprehensible. Tet we can ascertain the in¬ 
row, the deep monotone of determination, the tremolo centiveB which give operation to the soul, and the 
of passion,—all these are but the song within the objects which cause emotion to the heart; Mubic seems . 
speech. to be the only language that can perfectly express those ^ 
Where all words end, music begins; where they sug- innate and internal emotions. 8ab- 
gest, it realizes; and hence the secret of its strange, Both thought and sentiment are required in order to app< 
ineffable power. It reveals us to ourselves; it represents understand a work of art. The influence of music ^e>. 
those modulations and temperamental changes which depends upon the musical education; sentiment, and the tke_ 
escape all verbal analysis ; it utters what must else imagination of the composer, performer, and listener. who 
remain unuttered and unutterable ; it feels that deep, As the imagination is the main factor in comprehend- A 
ineradicable instinct within ns, of which all art is only ing, and in executing art works, it is useless to attempt 
the reverberated echo; that craving to express, through to explain in words what a piece of music means. 
the medium of the senses, the spiritual realities which Intelligence is the chief requirement in expression; cult 
underlie them. while there must be no lack of feeling, intelligence must ods 
rhe language of naturt is independe i of i jrds d » iid , and thus - hance ai p effort * i jive embodime it ?®*; 
< insists >f ths tones in which the passions are ingtinc in tone tc the feelings-within the soul S» 
tivelj uttt * 1; such is th n tu al and primitive languagt Song is the eariie t form I «r ' expn sion of I'* 
of man; on this, music’s power over the feelings is feelings and emotions that stir the soul of man. Instru- ‘mat 
founded. ""n mental music is one of the most important and influ- be ^ 
To the proper sphere of mhBical expression belong ential branches of the musical art. To infuse into a ®on3 
all distinct sensations and shades of joyousness, serenity, work that irresistible energy and interest which compel, T 
jokes, humor, shoutings, and rejoicings of soul; as well a large audience to listen as if spell-bound, requires/4 is n 
as the gradations of anguish, sorrow, grief, lamentation, high degree of intellectual power in the musician-Tyf" °.n 1 
distress, pain, regret, and, finally, aspiration, worship, Music is a living language, a universal languRgk; it are 
and love. pictures and expresses every shade of sentiment more soo 
The natural causes of music’s power are explained as powerfully than the language of words. It does not Pr® 
follows: Sound contains the same properties as emotion, depict any particular joy or love, but it gives us simply con 
namely, elevation, depression, velocity, intensity, variety, these states of mind in general. 
“Melody imparts ideas and sentiments, and expresses the can 
It is the problem of the arts to represent life, a repre- will, the striving man; it tells the most secret emotions this 
sentation of ourselves and our passions. Music gives of the heart, and reveals every desire of the human will; Tra 
us life itself; yet while music speaks the truest language hence it is called the language of emotions. Music is 
of life, it leaves the interpretation of this language to only perfect in harmony which enables it to make more 
■ i> powerful impressions. 
Music tells us what we are or what we might be. It The power which music has upon us is due to the fact Briefly, it may be stated as the intelligent conception 
is the best commentator on our lives ; when listening to that our will is subdued; hence our pleasnre is complete, of the constructive elements of a composition, and ren- 
a symphony we feel as if the secrets of our hearts had Although a thought will often, perhaps always, regardtotccentKrelates to <1) toe^eMuren^ the 
been told us; it seems as if our lives were passing before produce an emotion of some kind, it requires a distinct rhythmic design. It will," therefore, be apparent that 
us, without being able to say wherein consists the con- effort of the mind to fit an emotion with its appropriate phrasing is something more than “articulation,” or 
nection between music and our lives. Hence music iB thought. Emotion is the atmosphere in which thought “dynamics,” both in the musical aense. for while they 
the lock and key to our memories and our affections, is steeped; that which lends to thought its tone and SY sSbJrSt^way?help1 to"S^thfrhyt“mu?ofPa 
When listening to a grand piece of music we are trans- temperature; that to which thought is indebted for half composition. Phrasing iB a more intellectual study than 
planted into a world of sentiment, into the land of the its power. either one or the other. It draws upon the performer’s 
imagination. Our emotions are aroused, and we exist Music is the natural medium of emotional-expression; mentality and demands that he shall, at. least, have 
for the time being in a world without sorrow. feelings that stifle utterance, too strong to be conveyed ScoLequent^^ 
Music affects the soul directly, intensifying and, puri- in simple words, are breathed melodiously to the hearts the designs in musical moBaicB, to which, as a whole, we 
fying emotions. No art operates upon man so directly of men in the universal language of music. give the title of a composition. , Dynamics, be they ever 
and so deeply as music, and that for the reason that none Music plays upon our heart-strings; as the wind upon ?° faitkfully attended to, will not guard one against 
of the other arts permit us to look so deep into the trne aniEolian harp, and while we listen to the sounds of the jJJJ” in tafmost TmpoSl^to7take^p Lnypiec™ oTmusic 
condition of things ot this world as music does. strings and imagine that it is the instrument that vibrates, in which‘the marks of artiimlatibn conforip to the rules 
1 - out n in real > 1. of phrasing, not to say anything of the fact that but few, 
and soothes the wayward and turbulent passions ; it Women are the great listeners to music as well as to ^ aay, inatrumental compositions are ever written so as 
nerves the heart to deeds of valor and heroism; it gives eloquence. The emotional force in them is usually eBtimable workon°“ MusmalIExpresaibn.<’’n This author 
joJ an4 consolation in the hour of affliction, and carries stronger and always mote delicate than in mem Their writes: u A performer must be able to diflpn||p|jBh the 
the soul captive across the rough and Btormy sea of life, constitutions are like those fine violins which vibrate rhythmical phrases, so as to feel the initial and final 
and stands beyond the ale of time to u jlcome with o the lightest touch The wind ia: swept ms « at “Ptes.of each and bring them into i lief. Bad phrasing; 
i , , , • .. . is like bad punctuation and bad accentuation m reading, 
angelic voice the wandemg sprat to its-final home. . ^Bolian -lyre, but - never 1 such - a sensitive harp ag a and ilia .asimportant in music to phrase mi‘accadani- 
The reason that music has a much greater power over woman’s soul. according to the natural tendency of the notes'and the 
the feelings than any other art, is thdTmusic alone is It is because, German music takes emotion fairly in laws of attraction by which they are grouped and by 
based -on a natdtal mmm of.emotional expression.: The hand, -disciplines tty expresses iiB-depmmma m order to ttl€^ gain-J1®? is If" - '< * 
large:., and-deeper Me expenen^ of th? listener,, the remove them, flinches not'from-the tender and the pas- -ay6 t0 perforin well'It '.is absolutely \-> •••• 
sisre a symphony will mean to Mm In ideas; or the sionate, stoops to pity and-becomes a very angel in how to phrase well,11—-Metronome. ■ 
A I1GLE0TED DBYiQE, 
WHAT IS PHBASIM? 
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THE VALUE TO YOUNG OHILDBEN 
MUSICAL STUDY. • 
OP 
B1 FRANC! 3 M. FOKJ 
Thk study, of music has befin so. long regarded as the 
means of acquiring an accomplishment merely, that 
many persons do not realize its importance to mental 
development, and it does not tahe the place which its 
value justifies in the training of young children. Few 
thoughtful parents in these days of the kindergarten 
idea fail to undertake quite early the distinct and indi¬ 
vidual menial training of their children. If they 
cannot afford kindergarten instruction at the hands of a 
skillful teacher, they seek to know the principles of the 
system, and to apply them as best they may ; but the 
ehiid takes music lessons that he may “learn to play,” 
and that is a matter that may be postponed indefinitely. 
The wide-awake music teacher has,,- however, kept up 
with the advance in all departments of teaching. His 
method has grown scientific, and the ideal he sets before 
him is very different from that of a few years ago. The 
growth sought by the best teachers now is inward 
rather than outward. The “ natural method ”. is em¬ 
ployed in music as in other teaching, and the training of 
ear and finger is so carried out that it mey be questioned 
whether the symmetrical development, of tbs young 
child is complete without it. 
When the child reaches his sixth year, daily music 
lessons of from fifteen to thirty minutes’ duration 
should begin, and at this point the advantsge to the 
mind of piano study is very evident As I write from 
observation, I will give one mother’s experience, only 
pausing to state that this case has served as a model for 
several similar experiments with children very unlike in 
temperament. 
Marian was an excitable child, with a dislike for con¬ 
tinuous effort in any direction. She was deficient in 
application and in attention; routine was unbearable to 
her; she had no natural love for order; she lacked self¬ 
coat rob and her muscles were by so means subject to 
her will. Her mother’s perplexity concerning her was 
increased by the advice of the family physician that, 
owing to her extreme nervousness, all mental pressure 
he postponed till her twelfth year. Musical study was, 
therefore, a last resource. 
1 arian >uld It ady laj e ral little j es th 
one hand only which Bne had picked up by ear. It was 
a little difficult to make* the left hand do what the 
right hand did, but it was finally accomplished under the 
Inspiration of a 'surprise to the older sister, who had 
heretofore monopolized the duets With mamma. Every¬ 
thing was taught without notes, phrase by phrase, 
special attention being paid to the quality, of sound. 
Thus touch was approached from the musical rather 
than from the technical side, and the child saw for her1 
self the relation between muscle and tone. She enjoyed 
the. “clinging touch” which ffiade the “long sing,” 
and the elastic touch furnished a pleasant excitement, 
for she was encouraged to try experiments in producing 
it. Dr. Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” and Professor 
Mathews’s “Twenty Lessons to a Beginner” formed 
the basis of the teaching, which, for the firhtsix months, 
entirely without notes. At this point there web' a 
Meanwhile, what, of technique? The end, itself not 
far to seek, was carefully explained and illustrated. 
“Technic,” said Marian, “is to do what 1 want to,” 
and as she was not deficient in determination, she made 
no great'Objection to mechanical .practice when exper¬ 
ience showed her its specific result. Exercises were 
varied ; they were chosen with direct reference to some 
difficulty then at hand, and they Were always given 
without notes, that the attention -might wholly be -given 
to the mechanical element . 
Dr. Mason’s “two-finger exercise,” that device of 
small pattern arid large resources, kept the-'flexible 
hand from stiffening and made it strong, while It em¬ 
phasized the correct position of finger and wrist; and 
who shall say where the advantage ot skill and‘dexterity 
of hand and finger lias an end? There is scarcely an 
occupation where s well-trained hand is not desirable if 
not Indispensable, and I know of no pursuit where it is 
more systematically and thoroughly sought than in' piano 
practice. 
Happily, there are but few children who do not take 
kindly to music when they are really tried ; but when, a 
child shows no aptitude lor musical'study, it Is none the 
less necessary for him, though it may not be so easy to 
carry it on. A deficiency of this kind may he and 
should he remedied. 
In any case, let all practicing he done under the 
direction of an experienced person, and an enthusiastic 
one if possible ' . 
We keep oar children under the guidance of their 
tea rs rom 1 ee t fi I irs < day, but w * it chance 
of success has the music teacher in his two hours a 
week? He cannot inspire his pupils with enthusiasm, 
nor bring about the prope mental cone tioi or ffectiv* 
waB 
gain in two directions, viz., in the control of the muscles 
By the will, and in the power of discrimination by the 
ear. 
The fact that one mental faculty being developed calls 
for another began now to be apparent. The more dis¬ 
criminating ear demanded accuracy; to be accurate 
required attention to detail; and, with the necessity for 
it, the power of application began to grow. 
In music, concentration cf mind and will upon certain 
points has a reward so immediate and so evident that 
even a child may see it; and the one of whom I speak 
had found a new power when she saw that fixed applica- 
tion of the mind to the more difficult passages brought 
them into relation with the rest of the playing. It was 
impossible that she should not gradually come into the 
% •9. * .. _ i* : . - * - * 2 0.   to™ : tototo tori'. tot t .-3 habit of using that power, and that its use should not 
ei o; nd to o hei lines of sti dy. 
AH this time another faculty was ’being cultivated, for 
the memory was constantly called into use. By making 
memorizing the first operation, practicing coming later, 
insig steal form ir t 
division i 1 was a convenienc 
to the memory not to be despised. Sequences, for the 
same reason, were eagerly noted, and harmonic pro- 
gressic rever short 
they may have come of scientific naming. 
Reai ng by note wa= in plish 
me it, the ethod si 
the “ Twenty Lessons,” i, was in 
pn Hieing, at such distance . and what wond« sit 
tl at the chil; sit ' ig alox e it the pit i >, d< ing o jr an 1 
over that which has no relation in his mind to any ob¬ 
ject whatsoever," votes piano practice unmitigated 
drudgery, and avoids it if he can ? Let him have com¬ 
panionship in this as well as in other study; let the 
relation of .cause and effect be made clear to him ; let 
him work logically and attentively, and hiB practice will 
help to bring out in him those qualities which we seek 
for the furnishing of his m nd • 
Observation, attention, application, memory, order, 
self-control, the power to direct, to classify the discrimi¬ 
nating ear. the sensitive touche—all these the study of 
music cultivates. Does any other single study do as- 
much?—The Christian Union. \ r 
found t ine. Th< mpil put piece 
which led intone ijuscrif t 
ut reference at all to the pi ted 
•s introduce 
ispropor- 
tioi .. - !i>' *; they are apt to take os foj the ok> messed 
of teaching notes first, tones afterward. • 
1.- -SOME PEAOTIOAL DIFPIOULTIES IN MUSIC 
TEACHING. 
BY FREDERICK CORDER. 
Supposing a young man who has, by perseverance and 
ability combined, achieved a good, sound musical educa¬ 
tion, sets to work to earn his living by teaching “ the 
pianoforte.” This is the most nsual case. For the sake 
of argument let us assume that.he has sympathy, energy, 
quickness, and ability to teach. When he is fairly in 
the routine of his business, what does he find? That 
pupils may be divided into two classes: those who 
intend to have a musical education and those who want 
to he crammed. The first class Is lamentably small. If, 
then, our teacher is fortunate enough to secure five 
pupils who really “ mean business,” be may congratu¬ 
late himself. With these he will, of course, do his 
utmost, and their progress will to a large extent depend 
upon himself. 
. But he will find one obstacle in his way. Out of the 
five, not more than One will come to him completely 
taught, and -lie will have to take a long time - before he 
can clear the minds of his pupils from that marvelous 
confusion late which'the unmethodical and ignorant 
elementary instruction Imparted by cheap and inex¬ 
perienced teachers bus thrown them. Being himself of 
full reasoning age, and forgetting what he was ten' or 
fifteen years ago, he will first be-astounded at the total 
lack of intellectual grasp on the part of his pupils, their 
bility to use and apply their small knowledge, and the 
state"of mental baze iri which they' seem content to rest. 
This is the greatest of all the difficulties he will have to 
contend with, and the most important. He must recur 
again and again to .points which lie has clearly explained, 
and which the pupil has understood for the moment, but 
which will be always liable to sink into haziness, even 
in the minds of the really intelligent. 
Let us proceed'to tabulate the difficulties which such 
a student has to overcome, and consequently the difficul¬ 
ties which the earnest teacher has to smooth and help 
over:- * ’ ' 
1, An undeveloped sense of rhythm. 
2. An undeveloped ear. . ■ 
. 8. A lack of clearness in the knowledge -already 
acquired . . 
4. The r vel brain affordi by the neces 
sity • ‘thinking of five or six -fferentthings at one I 
- 5. A clumsy and'eonfusing system m notation, aggra¬ 
vated by want of thought and unanimity in composers 
and printers. 
When we come to add to these the varying lack of 
fir gei f e 1< >ii md pc i sit le slowness of a e ital percej 
i n seriot , in them Ives, ; is evid at n 
thoughtful tnind that to acquire the art of writing the 
Chinese language, with its twelve thousand separate 
characters, cannot be moire laborious than to really 
master that ubiquitous pianoforte. And how few 
ever do really master it! Of course, a touch of genius, 
of natural gift, can remove these mountains almost 
entirely; bnt with this we have nothing to do here. Let 
me say a few words on each, of these barriers to progress. 
1. The first, the sense of rhythm, may be greatly in- 
i llec by kind < urt n *... es by lea la u jj 
hut it is in this more than any other point that the 
difference between the “ musical ” and “ unmusical ” 
person is shown. The teacher must never allow the 
slightest unsteadiness in time, especially looking out for 
rests and silent bars 
2. The way in which people learn to play the piano 
fairly well, and yet retain a wholly undeveloped ear, is 
almost incredible: Try a pnpil thus : hold a sheet of 
music over the keys, sound C, and tell her what note it 
is. Then Bonnd G above: not one in ten will guess 
the note correctly, even if they have learned singing. 
Supposing that you succeed in teaching a few to recog¬ 
nize the simple diatonic intervals, try these with double 
notes, a third, fourth, or fifth, telling them the lower 
note; here you will find infinitely greater difficulty in 
getting them to grasp simultaneous sounds. No one 
would believe, until they have tried, the extent of musi¬ 
cal darkness in Which the average pupil flounders. 
3. This point I have spoken of above. 
4. It is very sad, but no instruction book that I have 
ever seen gives proper consideration to the fact that the 
youthful mind is wholly unused to work on more than 
one subject at a time. Many positively begin their first 
exercise for the two hands at once. 8ee what the piano 
demands I Two hands, playing different things, two 
different clefs, time and key, position and duration of 
notes to be considered, accidentals to be remembered, 
marks of expression, perhaps pedal marks, to think of, 
besides differences of touch. And all this at once 1 It 
is this enormous tax on the mental powers which makes 
a\good reader a rare thing, and an infallible reader an 
impossibility. 
6. In modern music the clumsiness of our ordinary 
notation is getting more and more seriously felt. The 
subject of accidentals alone is enough to drive the 
teacher mad. It stands to reason that an accidental 
cannot be marked afresh every time it occurs in one bar, 
but, on the other hand, to mark it only once, or once in 
each octave, is often insufficient. But, perhaps, the 
greatest stumbling block of all in notation is the Con¬ 
fusion caused by treble and bass clefs. Teach a be¬ 
ginner the common-sense view of the staves; that is, 
the fact that they represent a big ladder of eleven lines 
with the middle line knocked out, and as soon as he or 
she has grasped this idea it is knocked to atoms by the 
pupil meeting with both staves bearing the same clef 
mark, beginners being invariably confronted with this 
distressirig difficulty in the elementary duets familiar to 
ns all. What pianoforte teaching must have been in the 
days when the C clefs were also used one shudd era to 
imagine. When this trouble has' been grappled with, 
the student, young or old, will be caused endless and 
totally unnecessary worry at seeing occasional notes 
intended to be played by the right hand written in the 
lower Btave, and vice versa. Raff is positively the only 
composer who has had the common sense to shun this 
confusing plan and to keep each hand strictly to its own 
it ive 
I must now turn to other points. One last word, 
however. What mysterious influence makes a pupil 
invariably read an augmented second, Bay as a 
C 
6. If any of our musical associations or societies want 
to do something practically useful, they should exert 
themselves to abolish our English system of fingering. 
Every learner now has to master the foreign fingering, 
so why should we preserve our own system? It only 
needs united action on the part of a few leading pub¬ 
lishers ; it is a small reform, yet it would 'remove one at 
lea^t of our many stumbling blocks. 
rs, w is the ter cher -the < arm st, caj able t laeh ;t- t« 
deal with his second class of pupils,' that class which with 
most of us is ninety-five per- cent, of the whole mass, that 
class which does not wish is learn music, but which 
desires to‘be- crammed with sufficient pianoforte pieces 
to undergo the “ competition wallah ” of the drawing 
room? This is a serious question, daily arising in every 
musician’a life ; and which of us dare rise up and de- - 
that he has fairly grappled with it ? 
A man’s merit consists only in the-amonnt of indus¬ 
try t id exerti ■ ws upon the object he desires 
to rin “Plaidy. % _ 
My idft- ’’j that music on to move lee hs&iri with 
I sweet et> tion, which a pianist will never effect by mere 
1 sera bling,t under! ?ggi i —Ph. E. B 
Speaking of stupid pupils reminds me of slow papils, 
and Blow pupils remind me of the brilliant bat lazy 
pupil. I have seen, time and time again, a slow but 
not stupid pupil get ahead of the bright but lazy one. It 
is astonishing how some of the slow ones will stick. 
Why, this same teacher told me he had a pupil for two 
winters who could not, at the end of tha^t time, play the 
simplest thing, not even a very easy Moody and Sankey 
tune. But she stuck to it until her health gave way. 
Michael Angelo said, “Genius is eternal patience; ” 
but I don’t know what Michael would think of this kind 
of patience. 
This is also the time of year when the music teacher 
falls to wondering whether he has done his papils any 
good. Some pupils, to be sure, get on amazingly; but 
a large number creep, and a few positively crawl. 1 was 
talking to a brother teacher about that the other day, 
and he said that the only comforting thing about teach¬ 
ing the intensely stupid blit patient ones was this: their 
parents always think they get on well, and are sure to 
compliment the teacher for his ability. Well, no doubt 
the teacher deserves some credit in such a case ; but it 
by tonic. is very lucky for him that the parental love and pride 
■. ■ . ■ are strong enough to blind the parental judgment. 
Some special studies, like the organ, boy choirs, 
oratorio singing, are probably belter undertaken in Eng- 
land than anywhere in the world. . —About the pedals. Practice the greater part of the 
time without any. When you use the soft pedal, be Bure 
and press it way down, because if you do not it sounds 
* Every year the exodus to Europe becomes more no- badly. The loud pedal, as it is sometimes called, is 
ticeable. Formerly travelers across the ocean would quite different. It really is not a loud pedal at all, but 
bid good bye to friends as if they were going from is uaef 10 connect tones which you cannot connect with 
, , ,T ' , . , , . your fingers. Do no< put it all the Way down, but press 
their sight iorever. Now no one thinks it very much of quickly and take it off quickly, and never hold it 
atrip. through changes in the harmony, for, with its rumbling, 
- it g unds as tl ough ail the c . ird v ere fi, hti ig ogeth - 
But these good people forget that musicians, as human You must not use the pedal to cover up your bad play- 
nature is at present constituted, will be very likely to i"g; but rather to emphasize your good playing rthat is, 
consult their own interests, even it they seem to be Union. 
THIRDS AHD SIXTHS 
WITH: OB WITHOUT HOT! 
BY FEE) BRICE QBA1T GM 4.SOH 
The question whether it is better to play with 
or without notes is. one of great importance, and 
may be viewed from more than one standpoint. 
Jn the case of the artist who does little else than 
practice and play his repertoire'in public, per¬ 
formance of the work chosen, without the aid of 
notes, is a comparatively easy matter. Continu¬ 
ous repetition of the" same'pieces keeps them 
fresh in the memory and enables the mind to hold 
easily to the train of thought required in moving 
from one combination to another. But all points 
cannot he retained with equal vividness,-and if 
continuous repetitions are not kept up, as is mani¬ 
festly impossible for an artist who is obliged to 
devote a great portion of each day to the task of 
teaching, those portions of a work which are the 
least'firmly impressed upon the.mind, cannot be 
as readily recalled upon the,spur of the moment 
rh concept! n of a •• >rl und rtaken should be is 
perfect as possible in every detail, and a consider- 
-able portion must be present in the mind as if 
actually realized, before it is given expression by 
the fingers. Perfection of interpretation requires, 
in addition to a practically perfect command of 
the physical means of presentation, from-a tech¬ 
nical standpoint, a vivid mental picture of the 
musical effect which is sought to be realized I 
through the agency of the muscles Were this 
picture confined solely to the notes played at the 
moment, the performance would necessarily suffer 
in the matter of light and shade, and that broad 
and expressive contrast of one phrase with an¬ 
other, unless the artist had by long practice 
accustomed himself to give a certain treatment to 
each portion of a phrase, without feeling its rela¬ 
tionship to what has preceded or will follow. 
Such a method of interpretation would necessarily 
be mechanical and unsympathetic, and would al¬ 
ways be the same as far as mechanical conditions 
might permit. 
But in representing a musical work for the 
instruction or enjoyment of others, it is the task 
>f the pi aye to pr< ?nt not merely a mechan - 
ally perfect execution, so far as his abilities permit, 
with variations of light qnd shade, such as a care¬ 
ful study of the work has satisfied him are de¬ 
manded by its nature, but it is far more than this. 
His purpose is, or should be, to give outward ex- 
pression * » h< deal ormi I n Ms < wn m nd to 
convey his own thought and feeling regarding it I 
to his hearera, so that they may perceive in it1 
I r [*i el; rhat he 1 foi nd h re and b< swa ed 
by the same emotions which it arouses in him.! 
Through the preparatory study of the work it is 
to be supposed that he has come into special sym- ' 
patliy with the composition and the purpose of the 
author, so far as it can be conveyed to another 1 
through the medium of written symbols, and is 
prepared to transmit his own conception, founded 
upon that of the composer and colored by his own 
individuality, to hiB audience. 
For this purpose it is necessary that he should 
have a clear conception of the effect of the whole—- 
such as one might experience in viewing a distant 
mountain range-noting the general contour and 
the impressions of symmetry and diversity pro- 
iu ;ed up< n the mind. 
Next would come the conception of each part 
going to make up the great whole,—first in large 
divisions or groups of phrases, with their appro¬ 
priate contrasting effects, and then the still 
smaller subdivisions down to single phrases, chord 
masses, or melodic designs of lesser proportions. 
Such a view of the whole and its parts can only 
be obtained through long study of a work ana 
perfect familiarity with all its details and the 
office of each in making up the entire art-work. 
In order to give the best possible expression to 
his ideal, the player should be entirely free from 
all - the hampering conditions imposed by the 
necessity of reading s written.or printed text, and 
which cannot but produce their effect in cramjnng 
the free expression of the thought. 
As a speech maybe delivered with far greater 
eloquence, and • therefore arouse greater enthusi¬ 
asm, if the orator is not confined to a manuscript 
and can give himself unreservedly to the task of 
presenting his thoughts, if the words which he 
utters have been fixed in the memory or the ideas 
arise spontaneously, with the words in which 
they are expressed, from the inspiration of the 
occasion—so the player can presentohis ideal 
more perfectly and with greater freedom if he is 
entirely independent of any assistance from 
notes. 
But to restrict all public, hearing of piano music 
to,the-performances of those who do nothing else, 
would be to deprive music-lovers of opportunities 
for hearing many important works with which it 
is desirable that they should be acquainted. The 
number of those players who can give their entire j 
time to preparation and. public performance is 1 
limited, and so, likewise, is the number of works j 
which they can keep in their repertoire, however 
large that may be. Were it possible to make a 
complete list of the repertoire of such pianists—so 
far as they are to be heard in this country— many 
duplicates would be found, which would consider¬ 
ably reduce the number of pieces actually avail¬ 
able. Further, many excellent works in the field 
of musical li era ure would beei tirelj ibs snt from 
the list— works whose character entitles them to 
representation and which it is highly desirable 
should be known to many musical people who 
have neither the leisure to study them, nor the 
techniea abiliti required o play tl n or them 
selves 
Under these circumstances the assistance of 
otl er . s m sts ho are ngaged in t« k Mng is in • 
dispensable. Such cannot always command the 
i 1 ‘’1* i eees ary * * oi unit e sr thi ig men - 
ory, nor should they be debarred from playing 
compositioi whicl hav been properly si idied 
because they do not feel like depending entirely 
upon memory. A player might, indeed, be capa¬ 
ble of writing down from memory every note of a 
given composition, and yet feel unwilling to play 
it without having the notes before him, not so 
much t > ’-5'.’ as to impart > , ns of ecurity 
that they might be referred to in case of forgetful¬ 
ness, for a momentary sluggishness in recalling 
some particulai f< turt t i ig perfectly 
well known might easily cause disaster, when a 
single glance at the music would remove all un¬ 
certainty. 
As the object striven for by the pupil is of the 
same nature as that of the artist, it is highly 
desirable tl .r the practice * playing with *> 
notes be assiduously cultivated, and that from the 
outset, at which point less difficulty is experi¬ 
enced than will be encountered when it is left 
until a later stage of the progress. The mind 
in such case will be employed in the task of re¬ 
taining phrases and ideas of a much less compli¬ 
cated n ature th an those wh i eh will later en gage 
its powers, and the labor is correspondingly less 
at the time when the mental faculties are more 
or less untrained. 
The progress from the simple to the complexes 
then always upon a par with, and proceeds along 
lines parallel with, the technical and intellectual 
development In the early work, too, foundation 
is thus laid for later achievements, in a knowledge 
of and familiarity with the great lr- _ fhich 
underlie structural development. These, within 
certain broad limits, are similar in all compositions 
of regular form, as, for example,.the use of con¬ 
sonance and dissonance in accordance with well- 
defined principles ; the employment of a definite 
subject or subjects, with connecting links; ca¬ 
dences ; the grouping and contrasting of themes 
or repetitions of one or more of the same, either 
identical, or with such variations as may have 
seemed desirable to the writer; the employment 
of modulation, thematic treatment (development), 
etc. 
The pupil should be familiarized with the funda¬ 
mental harmonies of each key as fast as they 
are encountered, noting their peculiarities, their 
importance, as well as the manner of introducing 
any variations from the regular forms of the same; 
with their office in the production of modulation 
or substitution of the feeling of one tonality for 
that of another. 
Training carried along these lines will develop 
that musicianship and intellectuality without 
j which the pupil’s performance will bp merely 
imitative, unintelligent, and parrot like, or else 
1 entirely inartistic and inexpressive. 
| W ith each composition intelligently committed 
1 to memory in this manner the task becomes 
' easier, for the reason that the materials of expres- 
1 sion have already become to a certain extent 
familiar, a sort of stored-up capital acquired and 
held for future use. 
Suchknowledge cannot but exercisejan im¬ 
portant and indispensable influence upofo those 
features of interpretation which are emotional 
rather than purely intellectual or technical. 
Not all works should be memorized, else were 
the task too great, and an expenditure of energy 
wasted, m in’ the ease - of compositions, such, for 
example, as the majority of Itudes and similar 
works, which, though valuable in the process of 
acquiring technical facility, have no especial 
sesthetic worth. The choice of certain works for 
memorization (not all with which the pupil should 
become acquainted) should be carefully made by 
the teacher with a view to securing the greatest 
value in proportion to the mental power de¬ 
manded. In fact, the pupil, no less than the 
artist, should have at all times a repertoire adapted 
to his stage of advancement, and as his powers of 
mind and body are developed new pieces will be 
a luirc 11ol! - * !r< *p d But wil he los 
- r< < nefit mi. s, h, pupil has d > ed 
from them is not altogether lost, for the reason 
that through theii mean he hat be< i nabled to 
i tl »n o a hi *>t* j ne of arti ic ?x ;lh ? < an< 
intelligence. 
No doubt it will be urged that many players are 
unable to commit to memory, but, though such 
cases may exist, in those who are somewhat ad¬ 
vanced, it is, in my opinion, a fact that most, if not 
all of these, might have acquired that ability if the 
process had been begun early enough and properly 
conducted from the start. 
In the course of my experience I have encoun¬ 
tered some pupils who maintained that it was im¬ 
possible for them to commit to memory, but even 
with such, sufficient results have been secured to 
convince me that the difficulty was as above indi¬ 
cated.1 ■ , x 
The process of memorization, which would be 
far more difficult but for the association of the 
keys of the instrument with the tones produced 
by them in the series which it is sought to remem¬ 
ber, would be rendered still easier by means of a 
knowledge of harmony, musical form, etc , which 
renders the mind capable of grasping the mean¬ 
ing of the combinations played and the reason 
why certain tones are used in preference to others 
just as near :ind equally accessible to the fingers. 
Where it is not possible for the pupil to under¬ 
take a thorough course in harmony, etc., even a 
little knowledge, imparted incidentally, in con¬ 
nection with the piano lessons, will, if judiciously 
chosen, not only lighten his task, but arouse a 
wholly new interest in the daily study—The Music 
Review. 
Use Judicious Praise.—A well-known musician 
and experienced teacher is said never to have praised 
a pupil. How far-this has helped or hindered him 
in his work is a question upon which people may 
differ. We are inclined to the opinion, however, that 
he might have been more successful than he has been 
had he occasionally given a word of encouragement when 
needed, and of praise when deserved. Certainly undue 
praise is fatal to any great achievement, of which the 
innumerable examples of young hopefuls who ‘‘know it 
all ” give sorry proof. But there are students who re¬ 
quire a word of commendation as much as a dower re¬ 
quires sunshine. They will cprtainly fail without it. 
A nd many do fail who, with a little help in this way— 
that coBts a teacher nothing—might reach the top round 
of the ladder. It is generally supposed that sensitive¬ 
ness is an element in a weak nature. This is not so; 
sensitiveness belongs tp the most beautiful characters, 
and a. beautiful character cannot be a weak one. Power 
belongs to sunshine as well as lightning. And life, per¬ 
fected, belongs to a blade of grasB as well as to the oak. 
Sensitiveness to criticism and a gre%t need of encourage¬ 
ment are misfortunes to the student who is so untor- 
tnnate as to be placed under the instruction of one who 
has neither the wish nor the ability to study the needs of 
his pupil. There are times when praise is needed, and 
it should be the teacher’s business to know the times and 
supply the need.—Dominion Musical Journal. 
Henselt Giving a Lesson.-—Henselt had an abhor¬ 
rence of anything inelastic. '“An ass.” he said once, 
“ can give the notes a knock like that 1” And anoth< r 
time, when, a pupil had come down with too stiff an arm 
and too hard an emphasis, he exclaimed, “ You just 
come there with the tramp of a trooper 1 ” 
His playing of Weber’s Momento Capricioso ” was 
a marvel of delicate elastic tones, and he observed him- 
. after play g it 1 is n x a ji ast >n ol b aril g 
every nail, or bone, or flesh, but pure tone.” ’’ 
It wi on *. lei It’s p cnl iti* j that he oa I 
listen to the practice of a pupil if he got the chance of 
doing so, and if he considered that the work was being 
done withont conscience, he would observe the next time 
the pupil was playing to him, “No wonder that yon 
have not conquered that difficulty; you have been work¬ 
ing with ro little method.” 
If you had practiced with both hands, instead of study¬ 
ing will* each hand separately, tie invariably perceived 
it, and would tell yon' so, and that in very plain lan¬ 
guage. If technical, drill had been relaxed .i 
tew days, and yet the pieces seemed to be going well, 
lie wquld suddenly surprise yon with the ob.-< 
“ ft Is evident yon have been of late giving yonr fingers 
bnt little nourishment.”—Beilina Walker. 
PUBLI3HE 'S NOTES. 
The teaching season is about to open and onr readers 
may wish to know what new things we have to offer. 
Every progressive teacher will constantly add to his 
teaching store, that he may have a variety to select from 
for lis various pupils. 
We have gathered many valuable additions to our 
stock during the summer, and will present them to our 
patrons through our on-sale plan. This year we will- 
make the packages we send out more useful than ever. 
Many hundred teachers have by this time realized what 
sm advantage the on-sale mnsic is. It gives those remote 
from large stores a good working stock of music -to 
select from without being obliged to buy it. All on-sale 
music is returned only once a year. 
hall 1 leased t< me 1 < ■ Jg full 
information as to our methods. 
kage 1 gii of the 
season will also receive all our new publications which 
we will issue during the year, ^ ■. ■ ■ . .. 
Our policy has been to deal directly with the teachers, 
and give them the advantages of s dealer in discount and 
other privileges. If you have riot yet selected your 
music dealer for the season it will be to your interest to 
send for our circular. 
We have a very fine lot of photos of the great pianist 
Paderewski; these photos are very handsome and large, 
13 x 7£ inches. These we will dispose of at $1.25 each, 
postpa l. . s l * in this 
eoi ntry and ;an * ilj be had from t s 
All players and singers have been annoyed countless 
t ies w th flying eh *, f nusic rh n t to tun 
page in haste, and it is no uncommon thing to get the 
pages of a piece mixed or lost. This can be remedied 
by the ; : ibl h bind 1 urge or 
small piece of music perfectly. Price 10 cts. a dozen. 
The “Two Albums of Concert Pieces,’? one of classi¬ 
cal and the other of parlor music, are, perhaps, the 
finest collections of bound music ever issued. They 
are arranged in progressive order, and each piece is a 
gem of its kind n ' i tl at ec setioi a get 
the cream of our publications. They are the same 
plates that are used as sheet mnsic, but the price will 
average only a few cents per piece. A list of contents 
of these volumes will be found in advertisement col- 
Systematically kept accounts prevent unpleasant differ- 
en • n settlem its W< ffei oi revisee and most 
carefully devised Account Book for Music Teachers; by 
E. M. Sefton, to the attention of all teachers. The 
book :ontains daily chedule of lessons foi - eh hour; 
the hour and day for each pupil; cash account, bills, 
receipts, pupils’ sheet music account, account with 
mnsic publisher, daily earnings, summary, memo¬ 
randum, index, etc. Price 50 cents. We alBO offer 
• a « a premium « two new subs riptioi s to t e 
.Etude. 
There are a number of fine works which we would 
especially recommend to the profession us admirably 
adapted for interesting mi developing'the musical! 
powers of the pupil. - Among them are Heller’s ** Thirty | 
Selected Studies’’ (4th Edition); “Measure and 
Rhythm,” Kranse ; “Album of Instructive Pieces,” 
compiled by Presser; “ Sonatina Album;” “ First Les¬ 
sons in Phrasing,” Mathews ; “ Studies in Melody Play¬ 
ing,” Macdougal; “Two Concert Albums” (Classical 
and Popular), Selected; “Songs Without Words,” 
Mendelsaohn-Cady; “Studies in Phrasing,” Vol. II, 
Mathews. Onr Book Catalogne gives a full description 
■ of these works. They will 'be seat on selection to our 
regular patrons, if desired. 
We will publish, during October, Four Fugues of 
J. S. Bach, edited by 13, Boekelman, of New York. 
, These four fugues will- be issued. irs similar style to the 
four he has already issued and which have proven so 
* acceptable to the public. Each voice in this edition is 
printed in a different color, so that the studont can see J 
at a glam 30 -traction of snt parts. This < 
.srocessof pr n isic in c lor is the invc 
Mr. Boekelman, and to successfully bring it to perfec¬ 
tion, has taxed the art of musical typography to its 
utmost. We would most earnestly advise teachers, who 
have pupils able to play Bach, to use only this edition, ] 
as it is unsurpassed. The four which will be ready this j 
month, together with four previously published, we l 
shall gladly send, on approval, to any of oar patrons. ‘ 
Send for a circular giving information and a specimen ■ 
of colored music printing. 
The great work of Dr. William Mason, “ Touch and ' 
Technic,” is now completed. No work for the mechani- J 
cal and artistical cultivation of piano-playing was ever ] 
more popular, li is the standard work, having super- £ 
seded all the older works of Plaidy, Knorr, etc. i 
The work presupposes more knowledge on the part of 1 
lias teacher. It is not a work that a teacher can buy * 
la a’music store and place In the hand of'the pupil. I 
It must first be diligently studied. Many of the best 
teachers impart the principles of the work orally, with- 
out he pupil seeing the printed copy i 
1 he work is A* to? on the requirement of the m lern 
style as well as the old classical. The artistic aim is j 
never lost sight of in the exercise of the mechanical. ! 
The great enthusiasm with which the ■work is received 
everywhere warrants ns in saying that, the whole .plane 1 
of piano-playing will be raised through this work, 
“Touch and Technic.” It produces the artist and does 
away with the weary mechanical exercises. 
At the beginning of the year is a good time to make 
departures. Ask your dealer for a set of Mason’s mew 
work." It is in Four Volumes. If your dealer has not 
them send directly to us. They will be sent on approval 
if desired. Every package of music on sale we send 
out will -to itaii a full Set. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The “ Concert Albums ” are perfect gems ; just what 
Miss Bessie Calvin. 
Jasper, Mich, 
I have received “ Mason’s Seales and Arpeggios.” 
Both are grand. His “ Two Finger Exercises,” which 
I have used about one year, has been worth very much 
indeed to-me. - Mrs. C B Tripped. 
Dear. Sis I am much pleased with your publica¬ 
tion-—“The Concert Album.” The-various pieces are 
well chosen, and the fingering and phrasing are all that 
cc ild be desired Fri deed j Hodges. 
The extraordinary offer arrived safely'and is indeed 
“ extraordinary,” for the beautiful paper, printing, and 
styl is certainly equal to the b si edition , and makes 
the “ Edition Presser ” a great credit to America. 
L. tt. Church. 
After twenty-five years’ experience in'teaching the 
different methods, _ I have carefully examined Dr. Ma¬ 
son’s “ Touch and Technic,” and must say that it meets 
my hearty approval, being-far superior to any work that 
I have ever used. It cannot be too highly recommended. 
Mrs. C K. Stoner 
- Sir :—I will say Also in regard to Ji The • Touch arid 
Technic,” that I think it is decidedly the best I have 
ever seen; .not only for practice, but because it necessi¬ 
tates a constant mental attention. The latter, I think, 
is something, s great deal of music lacks: 
Lois Price. 
, Your $2-00 extraordinary offer received, and I am de¬ 
lighted with the studies sa well as the Concert Albums. 
Books II and III of Mathews’ Studies make a per¬ 
fectly satisfactory continuation of the useful work begun 
in Book I, which £ use with my pupils and find pleasing 
'to them, .which is rarely the case ■with studies! The 
albums are everything that could be desired. 
Mrs. Nellie M. Gould. 
Mr. Presser:—Having examined the “Mendels¬ 
sohn’ Songs” in your edition, I wish to express my 
admiration for so thorough, clean, anid beautiful an one. 
Only one fault —the retail price is too low. Do not 
* cheapen good editions; they should not compare with 
insignificant ones in price any more than in quality. 
j - lours respectfully, * ; 
* Rockford, III. Bryant E Wade ; 
I am much pleased with your book, “ Twenty-six Short 
Opening Anthems,” by E B. Story. It cannot but be 
very useful to directors of choirs and, others. The 
pieces, though short, are musicianly, and have a good 
church style. I congratulate you upon your success, and 
trust the book will meet with the good sale it deserves. 
Yours very truly, 
Geo. M. Greene. 
Editor Etude :—You ask when one is pleased with 
your publications to mention it. For two years I have 
been teaching by “ Mathews’ Twenty Lessons” and using 
Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ” with success. I have 
yet to find a brain so stupid that Mr.. Mathews’ method 
cannot make clear and plaiu the rudiments of music, or 
a hand no stiff that faithful practice of Mason's “ Two- 
Finger Exercises ” will not limber. 
C. A. Wheeler. 
Dear Sir:—The Fourth book of Mason’s “ Touch and 
Technic,” “ Octave and Bravura Playing,” has reached 
me, and is all that I had anticipated. It especially de¬ 
lights me, as I have a daughter five years old who can 
“ do” the octave work, as he gives the sixths for the 
small hands; she does this work beautifully. As a 
teacher of fifteen years, a former pupil of Wm. Mason, 
a graduate of the N. E. Conservatory, I feel that I am a 
competent judge of the work. Allow me to thank you 
for this fine edition. Yours respectfully, 
Mrs. Emha Jewell. 
1052 Eleventh St., San Diego, Cal. 
lam very much pleased.with the “Special Offer” 
music, and desire to add my testimony to its excellence. 
This placing new music and publications before teachers 
at so reasonable a price is really most valuable to all 
interested in the study of this beautiful art. Their su¬ 
periority, together with the missionary work done by 
The Etude, is revolutionizing the profession, and must 
surely raise the standard of music throughout the 
cqnntjy. 
I must especially speak of “Landon’s Organ Method.” 
After twenty years’ experience with nearly everything 
published, I can unhesitatingly pronounce it the best 
bos k for 1 • reed orga i I L* ive -* ei used. ■» 
I am, very sincerely, 
Monmouth, III. Marian B. Sexton. 
' - , . y - "'to'to ■ 1 .. & 
G< JOEBT PBOGRAM IE 
Concert by Students of the Utica Conservatory of Music. 
Serenade, for two violins, organ and piano, St. Saens; 
Pclacca Brilliante, Weber ; Perpetuum Mobile. Weber; 
Fantaisie, Mozart; Rondo Capriccioso,. Weber ; Can¬ 
ticle for Soprano, with violin, organ and piano accompa¬ 
niment! Gounod ; Interm- zzo from “Gavalleria Rusti- 
cana,” for four violins, organ and piano, Mascagni. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Notices for this column Inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
parable In advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY is arranging his An¬ 
nual Fall Tour in the West. which will cover, this 
season, only the States of Ohio, Indiana. Illinois, Iowa, 
Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri. He will play between 
fifty and sixty Lecture Recitals, between October 1st and 
December 15th. Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston. 
T ADY with five years’ experience private teaching in 
.11 Pittsburg, desires a position as Assistant Instru¬ 
mental or Theory Teacher in a School in or near Phila¬ 
delphia. Good references. Address, M. M. C., care 
Etude. 
TTIRGIL’S TECHNIPHONE is equaled only by the 
Y Practice Clavier, a later and rechristened form of 
the Fechniphone 
A perfectly new Techniphone for sale, price, $20. 
Send for circular containing testimonials of the most 
distinguished authority. Former advertised price, $50, 
See Etude, 1887. G, Schaum, 126 Worth St., New York. 
PIANO FOR SALE.—A first-class square piano, new, 
will be sold at a great sacrifice. Address 
Etude Office. 
CONSERVATORY Graduate and Pupil of leading 
Boston Musicians would like position as Teacher 
of Piano. Satisfactory references. Address M. H., 
care of Etude. 
TUTUSIC RULING AND STAFF PENS mailed on 
jLVJL receipt.of *20 cents; also particulars of apt". -•■Mm 
• for duplicating hand-written music pieces. C. Bensin- 
iee v Co ,612 Dey Street, N sw York. 
t . ’-■■■'-1.1.. ' ■ —__ * 1 rttoAV-' -r 'to.::.to.1...'; 'to. ..kto.:'';''’'' A; A"|'i ’/touto 
; IJT^OR SALE. — Circassian Walnut Upright Grand 
JD Pianoforte, Hardman & Co. _ In perfect c^ndit1 
I Cost a short time ago $750, Address A, D, C., Et^de 
Office. 
Urs. W. M. BRYANT Director of Vocal Department 
\j Mira.- Doc. Member of the Mrs. BELLE IcLEOD LEWIS Director if School 
a, Munich, and Stuttgardtj Oratory. ' ; 
imlm Departmeiii SIAN TO i BEECHER- GRABILL, Pupil of Ctiewaliep 
loitski^ Assistant©! Piim. 
Regular Courses for Music Pupils in all Branches of'Musical Art, 
and Speelal Courses for Music? Teachers in Mason’s Mew School of Touch 
and oh the Brotherhood Technicon ; la ■ Expression and .Artistic Piano 
Playing; in the New and Approved Methods in Music Teaching; in 
lance from Mew York, with the 
privilege of purchase. Beat ap¬ 
plied if instrument la purchased,' 
Send for Remal-Purehaae Plan. 
HE CLAVIER is used and in¬ 
dorsed by the great artists and 
- ■ I'have Tsess much- pleased' with the Practice Clavier yon so- .kindly p:laced ,at my; disposal during' my stay in lew York, and its use lias 
convinced me of its superior qualities as an instrument lor the technical part of piano practice. I shall he glad to take one of your instrument's 
• :-V 
The Goldbeck College of lusic, 
main American Branch of the Goldbeck Conservatory, Ber¬ 
lin, Germany, opened A pril 1st with unprecedented success. 
The President, Dr. Robert Goldbeck, is so well .known as 
Artist, Composer, and Teacher that a.wonderful future is 
predicted for the school. The Directress, Mrs. A. L. 
Palmer, has been specially-trained for the work by Dr. 
Goldbeck.' The school is conducted on the European 
plan, thus affording exceptional advantages, The methods 
employed—the Three Goldbeck Graduating Courses of the 
Piano, the Voice, and Theory—are pronounced by emi¬ 
nent critics to be “The Works of the Future.” In the 
Piano Method, phrasing and theory as’well as technic are 
taught from the beginning. _ The Goldbeck Lesson and 
Exercise Book, used in the schools, forms the long-sought 
link between parent and teacher. There is in the school 
a select boarding department for young girls. Handsome 
Prizes are awarded each year. Pupils . -mpleting the 
entire course receive a certificate adnation. In the 
Normal Department, which is already widely known, stu¬ 
dents obtain what can otherwise only be obtained by years 
experience. An excellent corps of teachers has been 
secured. A paper called “The Music World,” edited by 
Robert Goldbeck, will soon be published. For Catalogues, 
address 
MUSICAL ART PUBLISHING CO., 
-- ST-L^ul!:.l!0:_. -- THEODORE PRESSER, 
NORMAL SCHOOL -OF MUSIC, flI04 Chestnut Street, , - Philadelphia, Pa. 
E*. A. O i SC " vi • 
Mm Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
sf lliiilciiS Terms. . 
2600 'IMS RIMES 33JtsJJj'IlNESI>. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary haB recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
■/■■'■NEW AND ELEGANT BUILDINGS. EXCELLENT BOARD. required by musical students and teachers. It should ■ ;.. . . b m tl < a se s >n ot * ery persoi - 10 * a lies mv nc. 
A.CPLT1 01 SCI EBIOB INS1 BI < Ft RS jg '<5 *j g 
Send for Catalogue to . ^ Address PRESSER, 
J704 Chestnut St.. Philad’a, Pa. 
MENDELSSOHN 
Critically Revised by Calvin B. Cady, 
With Portrait and Biographical Sketch by 
Theodore Presser 
Price, Xi'- < fcel-plated 50 3ontt8 Bret, Postpaid, 
Siting the correct Metronomic Marks ilta the 
Maelsel Standard, together with the 
Trws Tempos of all the Dances. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
8 i lag w subs srib rs A Idress 
Introduction to Studies in PJirasmg 
INSTRUCTION GIVEN IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF 
1US9C, ELOCGJYflOKlj & PRICE - $1.80. 
The author has brought together a valuable^collection 
4 li tit » • -1 s, mu j. * and % o<. e In pal t; - * h n the 
ability oi children’s fingers and within the range of the 
children’s minds. They are taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil¬ 
dren the world can show. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
HAMLIN E. COGSWELL, Director. 
— TaAT,-_ „ GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
PIANO PRIMER! MUSIC AND MUSICIANS 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Music in 
the English La n&uage. 
Notes and Remarks by such Musicians as itr. 
Wm. Mason, Sir. Wm. IS. Shersood, 
Mr. Albert R. Parsons, etc. 
.. It is concise; it is exhaustive; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
ommen ition ol ha\ been re red rom <»• n . 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em 
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers. 60 cents. Address ' 
'Price for Index, - $2.50. 
AeSdireoa THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA. 
"studies in phrasing7 
- VOL. II. 
. By W. S: B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE $1.50, NET. 
I c< S', m n ol a 1 igh r gr a.de o: Pi* no Got ip >s ons. 
Also containing an extensive treatise on expression, 
which is as practical as it is valnable. The principles 
given in the treatise are exemplified in a series of the 
finest compositions of the greatest composers, including 
IJt TUN GRADES, 
THlilill PIlJESSEBt, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST.. PHILAD’A. PA 
Lessons in Musical History, Volumes I, II, and III Now Ready. $1.00 Each Grade. 
NEW, EASY, AND PROGRESSIVE 
Method for the Pianoforte 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER. 
rai®E 91.00. BOUHD BBS RQ&RDS. 
W. S. B. MathewB, with the help of other noted mu¬ 
sicians and teachers, has taken the whole field of dtudes, 
and from them selected such as are most useful for 
meeting every necessity in a teacher’s experience. 
Teachers will be delighted with the sterling musical and 
useful technical qualities of these 6tudes. 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, each 
containing about , thirty pages, and the studies in each 
volume progressively arranged. The selections are 
carefully fingered, phrased, edited, and annotated. Every 
difficulty is prepared by being first introduced ill its most 
simple form. 
Price $1.50, postpaid. 
BEAUTIFOL ABO, ilSTilSTIVE, 
ISmsI© illffid Sulfap® 
■ - »1 JkiniXiS• SCI Oe 
AND 
HOW TO,SUCCEED Si IT, 
BY ITHOMAS TAFFER, PRICE $1.75 best sayings on musical topics, cbosen 
17V AUTHORS 
Every teacher—every student—should own Musical 
Mosaic®. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
nating. ^ . . 
As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
PRACTICAL AWD PLEASING. 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, tins, Doo» 
Price $150, Postpaid. 
The design of the work is to furnish a thoronghly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying ail the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises _ ‘have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
era of care ul a -* dj of tl e t * uire n t£ »f a omplete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. _ . 
Address Publisher, x 
THEODORE PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
Address 
MATHEWS’ POPULAR 
HISTORY OF MUSIC A New and" Original. Publication, 
■ El ' iTJM 
By JOHANN SEB " AN BACH, 
Wiflla cm E3£j}t -sStlom* iai ; 5.0BS and Ap- jsendledl Hansawmions SeSiemes 
. , . „ . , „ . By BERNARDTJS BOBEELMAN. 
A dear, concise statementofessential tacts and prin- v-v-. te te . cc-c ■ d • ;. 
. ‘ i is given in a logical, thorough and systematic netSts*- “ endowed by the following promi- 
manner. G. W. Chadwick, E. A. McDowell, A. M. Duvernoy, ArthnrFoote, 
It arranges the materials in grades, by Divisions and Niels W.Gade, Fr.Gernsheiui, Alex.Guilmant, August Horn, Walter ■ . ■. . “ J McFanren, A. C. Mackenzie, William Mason, H. W. Niclioll, Carl 
--  . , r -t i Kelnecte.Dr Hugo Rieiiiann,Moritz Rosenthal,Samuel P. Warren, 
It exhibits a distinct mode and order or development. Arthur Friedheiini Faanj Bloomfield-Zeisler, etc. 
Practice based upon understanding of means as ap Copies for sale by 
From the earliest times to the present. Includ¬ 
ing accounts of the culture instruments of all 
nations ; the styles and nature of the music they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a c incise and ciples
read-ole * count of the pr - -f developm nt 
through which the Art of Music has reached Courses. “ “ 
its present highly organized and expressive con- f , 
j. .
ultion. plied to ends. 
Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, It permits the attention to be given to the h»nds in 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections, practice, and not to tlte pages. 
It tarnishes the bases tor oral recitations and examma 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. tions’ as in other 8ub>ec a- 
1 Volume. 12mo. Pa geo 352. Price $2.00. Beautl- 
fmtt'ff printed on 'fine' heavy paper, and handsomely o . • * , « a , » |% 
bound with gilt top and uncut edges. Miry 1877! TOT TOO fi OfTCSSTD 
Within this brief compass, the author has UlIUlJIll 101 1110 yulWPK UlPlullfill 
managed to include the essential facte and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, By J. G. E. STEHJLE. 
together with much original matter. . This work _ , 
T °;:fn!.y und"taken. “ for ll,e T« fotaes. - - Price 75 cts. each. 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an _ 
intermediate position between the very long .his¬ 
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere These books contain about thirty pieces each, 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before'the by the best standard and. classic composers, ar- 
public.* The work grew in writing, and illustra- ranged especially ;for the Reed Organ. In size 
tions were freely added, so that the result is what end style similar to the Peters Editions. These 
is confidently offered as the best popular’ history volumes are a desirable supplement to any reed tated, the remarks containing valuable hints and suggei 
of music yet written. ' * . * organ method, the pieces being of Grades III to tions as to touch, style, and methods of study. This 
' ' VI. Discount to teachers. * the finest edition of these valuable 6tddes ever publishet 
' ' > - Address Publisher, 
T-ioTchestnut Street. THBODORB PRBB8BR, THEODORE PRESSER. ^ 





a BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47. 
■«&; 
riwmMBBli 
IBT Chickerinq Hall 
© lf; Cva3 HP t§=> [i © 
iioitoiujl -jwimruneM^iOFwivmwwionne* ©t xeaciicrB© ^uioct * v>u*liaic» vx^au.- 
^ 0 -f mony, Counterpoint, and History of Music. 
Thirty -iiv© Eminent Instructors. Terms moderate; Fall term ^©eldy Lee!urea siad Mualeales.1 . | 8 I - t- ■ 
begins September 7ih* Catalogue, containing Dictionary of Musical Hiec-fifts.Ss tgjy life® year. 
Terms, mailed free on application. - - . ( ' Individual lessons onlj. Daily use of the Technicon and Practice 
JO&OE3-J. &aa¥¥S¥AE®¥p ®iP®©SffiF. OJavler. All practice under aupervlBion, 
s\_p__ OTiassea Abb ffilh®E,BSB EBjfMS, V®®al,@SgIlii4 B&etMBlBgf. aaiial 
Vonle @®l-2is.' ’ 
GffllT. If a tBo L§) ilff 0 LI85. Ef! MDa USCop 'S’eaip ®p@hhs SepiteBirataea1 a©etB. 
Glv 3lesB®ii5 | mally, ot *y correspondence in MaFEtaoBBy SEND F<IJ II iUSTBATED CATA 0GUB. 
€®BiBBa@’B’BBfflflnii4, ®sjai®iiB and Fnajjaa®, MraaflcaB ff®n*BBB and n m pi atp n ri 
®B-«liaesS.B’afi.fl®Bi. Students prepared for muuical examinations ”* *».- r L&LK) A. hi., rP6S!Q3ni. 
Most thorough and systematic course. Compositions revised and 3 " -- 
corrected. Terms moderate. Address (fi* ftj) f ifii ^ fl fi (Q l| 
03®©R53S 45 and 46, ®UB3& g5UBLB>8MG„ P U ITU U U tU* Uf |j\iO U* [3 U> £5 
Scranton, Pa. _ ■ ss pauw umivercity, greekgasfli,. tie. 
.. . _ — - — ..- Instruction given in all Departments of -Music, 
a PUCE FOR' NORTHERN GIRLS TO SPEND THE WINTER p«p«, Classical, ArtiBt, C *al a hestral Concerts, 
®®Gto@E,vn&®i-y ®ff ESmsS®, IfH-ffSEuia WasHutagtoBn ®®I- Solo, Oust, a no. Quartette, XSnccmbleand 
Beg®, Abingdon, Va. SS07 feet, ©tew® sea Bevel | ® . «p»Timw 
d@MgBaS.ftal CnfBmnae. Modern courses of study in Piano, Voice- FIVE OOUR8E8 OF STUDY, 
training, Organ end Theory. Lectures, Concert::, Artists’ Becitals Room, Board, Practico and Sheet Music at reasonable rates, 
and able Teachers. Use of five-finger'exercises discarded. Techni- For Otrculara, appty to 
co“ a“d IT,'l.iV‘t'lr‘'.,iT,^mdfi.rcirciilAi. JAMES H. HOWE, DEAE, GEBUHTOASTIiE, IED. 
I r Circulars of other 1 ts, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, ,d, eul College of Liberal Alta. 
Eqv. 8. L. Bowman, a.m., s.t.d.. Dean of School of Theology. 
Hon. All j, I.L.D., i lch< oi 7. 
Henry A. Mills, School of Art. 
Samuel 8. Parr. “ Normal School. 
Keopecas September Stlto, AS92 
MRS. W. H. SHER ?OOD, 
Concerts, Piano Becitals knd Piano Instruction. 
Mrs. Sherwood, will accommodate,two young ladies, m hoarders in 
her family during the winter, who desire a thorough'musical edu¬ 
cation with the advantages of a home. Address at her residence, 
£88 irtrcijliiaB'j? fSfl.P GB®o6@0bp E3qss. 
Mew York Collese of QSush 
118 mi S8§ last SStfc, Street. 
MjiSE^t, ,£>ineeton 
Pme. Fd^SCTl^mMl 
, Principal of Vocal Department. 
SAMPS®® ATJK® €ATAI.®®1IE@ ffl/ASILE® ®M 
AJPiPILlfl; Y£HI®BI IP® 
ORGAN OF iNSI^ .IS, Etci 
M B , A3 BER1 W BOR8T 
Tea< her ol the 
ORGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE 
360.2 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
.tudeui stu irsj le dit profits Ion 
All branches of Music taught. 
Faculty comprises the most eminent 
Instructors 
E3X3>W-^.Kr> PBKR¥. 
Conoert Pianist and Lecturer, 
Leetare leeitals at Belief eg aad Beaservateries a SpecMty. 
Address, ITS- Tremont St,, Boston, Mass, 
Hr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th oth ho)id ,, Spec d t rma > irtiesot h! it 
■ route .desiring recitals at that time. 
MISS MARY H. BURNHAM Principal 
GM@o K3AiY GOTBSOtAT 
CPUPXL 02? IflKMAlI HAEOH) 
Instructs Teachers and Students la the - 
“MAS03ST METHOD OF TODOH AHTD TEOHHTO.” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Illustr v £»> _>... r . jet )ral * idi a , <,• iusical A o 
ciations slid Olaeses of Students. ■ 
Address, Care of Tub Etude. 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
TEM@01 AND HISTIIIICTOR 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
Methods 
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., - CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Ir. Bi 1 is a j pil of , Ant > o !ai gi ran i, M 1: i, 2 *’ > 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study (f 
Music. 635 students last year. Total expense for one 
yj i r .*■ st idj i i8 w xeks) need n , ex < ed | i> 0. 
Ft run * begii 8c pt. 18, J xn h, a id Apr • 8. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. RIOB, Directors 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
«J .; MBS M. TRACT 
LEIPSIO AND WEIMAR, 1858-02 
POAMiST.TTEAeMEK, WffiflTIi. 
• - - - 
8CO.00 for twenty one-hour leasona. 530.00 for twenty half-hour leaaona, 
ADDRESS : 
37 For! Avenue, op Chickerlng’s, 162 Tremont St, BOSTON. 
Wo RHYS-HERBERT, , 
s yp ... 
Teaches Harmony, Counterpoint, Etc., 
• by correspondence. 
Pupils prepared for Musical Examinations. . Terms, Moderate. 
_Address. HAZLETON, PA. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
HftMaf®. SiffSICAtt, IBJSTlfUViS AI® 
WS%mm, ® ©®hi E®fA?®Ei ®f mmm s9 
WJIfIBEN, OHIO, gives instruction in. 'all departments 
of Music, with & tbofoiigh, sysfematlo course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
SSTKIIIS BANA, Secsvefiaary. 
■ STAB DA RD 2 VORKS. 
Dama’s Peactical Habhony.....C2 SO 
Dama’s Peactical Thorough Bass....... 1 00 
The Art of Fin ering. 76 
National School for Cornet. ...2 60 
Progressive Studies for Violin.Each 1 00 
Address the Publishers, 
MM’S strsistciikiL auisTinranrE, 
, ' . WARRENj OHIO. ' 
Ik, DIL^MIE, futas. i®G. 
MAS®BJ’S “TmUMIlffl AM® ’H'JECJfflMI®.” 
Studio 8, Carnegie TMueio Mall, I Tuesday 
New York, / and Friday 
141 Mi fftit rookl. ‘ ; " id Compos 
; 
Undoubted Success, Useful to All 
etc.; much different, 
q u i c k er, and better 
than other processes. 
Within reach of all. Free 
specimen and Information of 
C. BENSINGER & CO., 
012 Dey Street, Corner Broadway, New York. 
IOO COPIES-FROM ANY MUSIC MS. 
IN 20 MINUTES. 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO 
| Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLEMID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
|jijKFp This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it 
Xdberal Me&uetion in Quantities. T”*8 °"f for &e, pffon who play?dbthe card and completed the 
vn whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
. rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, &c., accompany the game. 
Beautiful tunes—Charming melodies, by the foremost church Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru- 
music composers; intended specially for church choirs on various ment; those who Bing; those who wish to read music faster; in feet, all 
occasions. Can be used by all Christian denominations. Wot a who are interested in music, need this charming game. 
Hymnal, nor for use in the pew? but in the elioir. Also just It teaches the value of notes and rests, 
the thing >* n sic 1 family irelea, * The names of the;notes; - 
, ■ ■ . _ . The various keys in which music is written. 
XX8“To Organist® and Choirmasters: Send 9© cento for ,jyferent Mnds of time 
a samplecopy. You may find it just what you want to brighten up practice in musical fractions, 
your services. __ The easiest way to learn to read music. 
You learn, while playing an interesting game. 
p «m«.a ava a. It is readily learned, even by children. 
& 0P Lltaef ox tfie ,&bQYQ| AaaTSIli Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games. 
THEODORE PRESSED, £ other game. 
!im Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. &£*}£** chUdren ** 1,1,111,16,118 of mnEl6’07611 “ not 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
HBFECffS, Bseegis Bale Siaadll© ©jpeia sate© fro. 4Ba© ’smami" Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play 
iimgfisg, im ©11 UsMamclaes, ajmsfl ©IT ©Hasans 0?laylim|g. S0®20 a while before beginning lessons 
2© 'W]E@13'If f§'ff'B»ISIS’S\ ETEW IfORM (CITinr. PRICE 60 CENTS. » 
" Al(IcLx,©0S l^nhl j rTi 
witln Bb©©b*€ at Safe ireaMeia©®. Address,- 
TUgo. PSESSER. ' 
SOFUEB, 279 Carlton Avenue, Srsidltlsm, V. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Second Edition, 
41a© is te©®tc, TSi® ©M Itoliam @*Si©®l ©f 
Si si® wlafels is©uf >t prfiiat 
THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 
FOR rapidly:gaining :the necessary technical ability for 
STTOEHTS IMHUCOT. 
l»Ridi Biai 
by reading a lecture. delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chautauqua, N. Y, 
HNICON 
[nut St., EASTOir, PA., U. S. A. 
_1____ 
have no stops, but are so con- 
tiful Effects by the ubb of two levers 
away with a complicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
is that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
Reed Organs, and the most exquisite 
The Reeds are the best patented 
brilliant Allegretto or Staccato music 
the same as on a Piano. Beware of 
ment styled “Piano Organs” and 
WRITE FOM, PRICES. 
establishes 1885. S3© and 3! 
_..__ 
Our Concert ©rand Organs 
structed as to insure the Most Beau- 
operated by the knees. This does 
which often, through damp weather, 
ance. The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
poscible, forming a qualifying box, 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
gradations, of tone become possib: 
design, and voiced so that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
worthless imitations of this instru- 
kindred names. 
- - -.- 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges in 1891. 
CORRESPONDENCE SOMCGFED 
^ a_ __ _ embody the results 
arpenter O' - building, and over 
o 87,000 are now in 
i. '-LhLCjL 10 use an& giving pex- 
C3* feet satisfaction. 
Intending purchasers will find our 
STY1 Et aried ; over 60 to choose from. 
PRICES-—Reasonable, quality considered*; 
TERMS—Easy, cash or installments, *and we 
deliver our Organs at your depot, freight paid. 
Send for our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonials, free to any address. 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent our organs. 
C'to BSesipo. Styles K§ BR4TTLEBORO, VERM ONI 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
.. have attained an 
UNPURCHASED. PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them. aa-.X. „ 
CATALOGUES FREE. 
323.TO 333 SO. CANAL STREET 
livery Plano Fully Warranted for 6 Tears. 
wf 0. : im mm & ©@„p 
28 and 24 E. Baltimore. Straot, lAIfM©!!, 
148 Fifth. Aw®., near 2©t3h St.,-WMW TORI, 
80 F#sm5yiiraaila Ato„ WASHSMGTOlf, Q, 
lupin * p pfipi ifoutnii •' 161 1 »‘Bui lllUolU lCflUllulo WflUlOU, Sixteenth Year. Publishers of th« 
COTSCH COHCEBT, 
- . F • 3 CO 
Factories: ©rand Elaplds and Muskegon, Michigan, 
tend ‘or Illustrated Catalogue 
xks. 
* OFF CO 5. 205 TEMPLE CO© RT, 
FACTORY, 1627-1829 S. 1, FIFTH STREET. 
MENNEAPOUS, MMN, 
Cantatas for Small Choral Societies. 
■ “MRS. SPEAKER.95 
About 8 dozen copies, just imported from Novello. To bo sold cheap 
“JO HIM GIL PIN.” 
NOW ElDV. 
Address the Compos* % 
FOR PIANISTS 
A complete, durable, and exceedingly practical 1 
. p » n- i i ds to p-b . S ... - *rr 
Send for circular. 
6atalegues"aud Estimates upoa Applicatioa, 
fpymii'i 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Ppico Si.00. Footage and Tubs, 60 ©So. Eisftra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique ©ah. 
Packed to go by Esps si at purchasers che p 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZABT, 
WAGNER, HANDEL, 0E0FI1, 
HSZTo 
from which the excess of 
oil has been removed, 
I@ JLbso^utelp Pure 
■ 8 tuble. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The' former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Boom or Parlor. 
Addrecs THE©. PRESSED, PHILADELPHIA. 
Arromvo^ant] is therefore for 
more economical, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, strengthen¬ 
ing, eTasilt digested, and admirably adapted 
■> ju a id rell a for p eh,* In h ltl 
©old by Grocers everywhere. 
fa IKES & GO.; DORCHESTER; MSS* 
Unbound Volumes for 1888, 
" “ " 1887 
“ “ " 1888! 
“ “ “ 1888, 
Bound “ “ 1880, 
©mmwM mm®m 
Th . r yolumf cents n fr n 18 o 20 dolls o h 1 mu e ii 
. • yeai 3 i • i irious artick ive great un ui: Ini Filiation OXH the Von BillOW Editio I. 
of permanent -value. It is a peculiarity of The JEtti&e that its ' 
articles are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Publisher, 6“J Si 1CJ Ife $1.60. FDKKflLY. EOUiM©. 
.THEODORE PIESSEBj - ' ™™EpRo™. 
_ , jl ; a tw-i j i i • -iPh The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Biilow 
1704 Ohestaut SwF©©^ PjQilSsdQlplllSjj JP&. editions, which are published in sheet form, in' four 
~ books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases 
AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE.] for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
P\ t? A Address Publisher, 
Every dealer wants to see our new style 
17 Pfano, just out. 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW 
Pries @1.50. • Ay CMS. W. LAND8N. Foreign Fingering, A GAME EOS EVERY MUSIC STUDEMT, 
Fhis Method is somethin* entire! nev livery piece 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
selected from the best composers. Each piece iB copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
©end for a Sample Copy, 
TIKlEio PRE8SER, PmlfelMer, 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players.: The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher 
a 
TT7-HIS work is published by subscription. Each vol«: 
© b ume is complete in 12 Parts. All the leading 
JL Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
the countiy endorse it. 
. The success of the first volume haa been unprecedented in the 
annals of Organ Music in this country. ■ ■ • • 
The music is selected from the most, practical. and latest eompo- 
eittoBS of the best Germ.- v, French, American and English writers, 
etc., etc. 
We would like to impress upon you the.fact that— 
1st.—The music is edited in the most careful me nor. 
attenthm'^Mh''to'the)AIMv*iqjy, Pedal Marking, Registration, etc. 
' . 2d.—TAe Music is printed, from Engraved Plates (not type). . 
3d.—No other work gives so much music for so little imcn \ 
4th.—None of the pieces are oo difficult Jo- he Amateur or the Student, 
and the Professional Organist will find a large number of eosnpositions 
which are only to be found at present in expensive editions. 
Aud in addition there are eight pages of reading matter, consist¬ 
ing of articles on Organ Playing, Registration, Choir Training, Har¬ 
mony, etc.; also descriptions of new Organs, Biographies of noted 
Organists and Organ Composers. ' 
Every topic will be discussed that will stimulate and aid in the 
development of the Art of Organ Playing. 
The Organists’ Journal contains Twenty Pages in Each Pabt. 
SUBSCRIPTION, $3.00 PER YEAR, 
The first and second volumes are now complete. The third vol¬ 
ume is in course of publication, and will be sent, postpaid, on 
There are few really good collections of easy in- receipt of the subscription. . . - 
struetive music. This album will be welcome as *' "''a 
supplying i need with most teachers. They are „ .. .... . 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All ®d\Aie Ho ASHR/u AlLIL9 
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that _ _ __ _ 1236 Third Avo., n. Y. City, 
the collection cannot be excelled for formative THE®. PRESSES^* 
pieces. 1704 ChoGtnut St., Phi adelpaia. 
Pr:. e T< ache i s S ze, 
Price Students Size, ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER 
— 1 
ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT, 
154 TBEHOHT ST., BOSTOB, BUSS., 
JSIC PUBLISHES 
The best, if not the only, Sohool of Teohnio 
KI^OWN TO 
SOLE AGENT IN THE UNITED STATES FOE 
Henry Litolff, Brunswick, Germany; The Edwin Ash 
down Collection ; Edition Chanot ( Violin Music), 
and the Vienna Conservatory Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
FOR SEPTEMBER CONTAINS 
The Concluding Cha^pter on 
COLOB AND SOUND, 
By FREDERICK GRANT GZEASON. 
HOVELTIES FOE. THIS MONTH. 
PIANOFORTE SOLO. 
ftillet, Ernest. D.eparted Joy. (Waltz.) (3 A),.$0 75 
Gurlilt, Cornelius, Op. 185. Six Characteristic 
Piet 
No. 1. Gavotte. (Octave Etude.) (3 C).. 60 
lo Caprie iett Etude n Thin and Sixth ) 
(3 ).... 60 
No. 3. Nocturne. (Arpeggio Etude.) (3 B).„ 5( 
>' •- 4 I prt | la Etude fox the left hau I ) 
(3 C)...: 50 
No. 6. Barcarole. (Trill Etude.) (S B)...,....... 66 
No. 6. Scherzo. (Staccato Etude.) (3 B). 50 
Gnrlitt, - ornelius, Op. 183 fix Sonatii as 
No. 1. inC. (-2 A)...40 No. 4. In C. (2 A). 60 
No. 2. In P. (2 A)...40 No. 5. In B. (2 B). 40 
Noi 3. In G. (2 A)...40 No. 6. In A min. (2B) 40 
Hoffman, J. AmabilitA (3 A). 60 
— Chanson d’Amour. (3 B) .... 60 
Waldteufel,Emil, Op. 250. Pin de Sit)cle. (Waltz.) 
(3 B)......... 75 
PIANOFORTE DUETS (Four Hamels). ' 
Kirchner, F«, Op. 400. Six Characteristic Duets. 
No. 1. Even Song. (2 B)... 40 
No. 2. The Gondolier. (2B)........................... 40 
No. 3. Rococo. (2 B)..  40 
No. 4. Festival March. (2 B).... 40 
No. 5. Village Festival. (2 B)..... 40 
No. 6. Hunting Scene. (2 Bj.......................... 40 
PIANOFORTE STUDIES. 
Biehl, Albert, Op. 140. Ten Easy Octave Studies. 
(3 B-4 )..;..7^..1 25 
Gnrlitt, Cornelius, Op.'186. Velocity Studies for 
Beginners. (2 AB).....1 00 
— Op. 187. , Very First Studies for Beginners. 
(1 A-2 A)...t „.. ...... 1 CO 
ORGAN. 
Lott, Edwin M. Adagio Cantabile. (Haydn). 60 
— Laudate Pueri. (Rossi). ti5 
— Romanza. (Mozan).....  65 
SONGS. 
Blnmenthal, Jacques. / Wilt Thon Understand ? 
In G (c-e) and D (d f#)...... 50 
Hojte W. S. Even Song. In D (c#-d) and F (e-f) 60 
Jones, Hartwell. Voice of the Ocean. In D (a d) 
and F (b-f).. . go 
Boeder, Martin. To the Night. In Bb (d-eb). 60 
— Love Strivings. In Gb (db eb)...... ......... ...... 40 
— My Spirit is of Pensive Mould. In Eb (c f or g) 50 
Veriie, Oscar. Springtime of Life. In E (c-d) and 
F (d-e) ..... ......60 
VO GAL DUETS. 
Brewer, J. H. Jesus, the Very Thought of Thee. 
For Contralto and Baritone. In Eb.... 60 
Roeckel, Jos. L. Three Duets for Medium Voices. 
— Night. Sop. and Alto or Ten. and Bar. (C)... 40 
An Interesting and Pithy Article on 
Translated for S( The Wusic MevtewS* 
THE BEADED THEMATIC MANUAL FOB HANQFOBTE 
TEAC1E1S, 
By €. izrxn B. CADY, 
Contains Material in the jFourth and Fifth Grades. 
There are Seven Pages of Reviews of Music of the Vari¬ 
ous Classes. Musical Miscellany. 
IN FOUR BOOKS: ■ 
PART 1.— TAe, Two-?Fingev Fscev clses 
(School of Touch). . 
PART He—The Scales Rhythmically WITH the October number Mr. Calvin B. Cady will 
assume the editorship of The Music Review. 
Subscription price will remain $1.00 up to November 1st. 
Trial subscription of three months for 30 cents will be 
open for the September,October, and November Reviews 
only. Until November 1st those wishing all back num 
bers from October, 1891, and who wish to subscribe for 
the coming year, can do so by sending $1.50. 
CLAYTOT F. OTMMY, Publisher, >1 
174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III. 
PART IV,—School of Octave and Rravuva 
Playing. 
PRICE OF EACH $1.00. 
THE ENTIRE SI RIES OF 
Toucii and Tfecsliiiics 
comprise an original system for the development 
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬ 
cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
development; the application of' accents, thus 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating-touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and clyna- 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and 
speed of execution. All of which is applied to 
the artistic and expressive vendition of musical 
compositions. They are/printed in separate vol¬ 
umes, in qrder to- enable teachers who are still 
dependent upon soihe other system of technics to 
add to their present stock the particular part of 
Mason’s System which they happen to need. 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their estimation of the relative value of the 
|our elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬ 
cation in separate volumes is intended to;enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬ 
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized 
by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
and a virtuosi by the Grace of God. 
We have never offered teachers more valuable 
works than these. 
©f iiiie 
834 R3@itYIHl plt©AB> STREET 
(Founded 1877. Incorporated 1884.) 
Director, ilCHMD C. SCIH11RHER, 
The faculty consists of well-known instructors of the 
most celebrated institutions of musical learning. 
THE FEINOIFAL INSTBUGTDBS ABE: 
RICHARD C. SCHIRMER. 
HENRT A. LANG . 
(Late Professor of the Koenigsberg Conservatory). 
NORMAN SCHAFFER. 
FREDERICK VOEEKER 
(Late Professor of the Raff Conservatory). 
FRED, HAHN ■ 
(First Violinist of the Boston .Quintet Club). /■. 
E. STANKOWITCH. / 
E. KNAPP. / 
CH. FAAS. 
FRED. MASSON. 
The Philadelphia Conservatory enjoys a.repu¬ 
tation for furnishing a COMPLETE 
Musical . Education. 
Illustrated Catalogue will be mailed on ap- 
, ^ plication. 
For further information, address to 
. " H. C. SCHfiMEft,. Director, 
834H0RTH BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA 
